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ABSTRACT 
Energy spectra of neutrons from the 12c(3He,n)l4o; 
27 Al ( 3He ,n) 29p; 28si( 3He , n  ))Os; · and 58; 60, 62Ni ( 3He, n )60,6? ,B+Zn 
·reactions have-been measured at 25 MeV incident 3He ene�gy 
using time-of-flight techniques. An overall energy resolu­
tion of about 1 percent for detection of 10-35 }WV neutrons 
provided accurate determinations of level excitations. 
Differential cross se·ctions were extracted for many two 
particle states with up to 10 MeV excitation in the residual 
nuclei. By varying the beam incident angle and leaving· the 
flight path somewhat fixed, angu1ar distributions from Oto 
35° lab were obtained. Making use of heavy shielding, 
µeu tron-gamma cti.scrirnina tion techniques and a· cosmic ray 
anti-coincidence detector, background was reduced to the 
·extent that cross sections on the order or 50 microbarn/sr 
could be measured. 
The shapes and relative magnitudes of the experi­
mental angular distributions were compar�d with the theo­
retical predictions or distorted wave calculations, thus 
yielding orbital angular momentum�) transfers. Certain 
simplifying but well verified assumptions about the reaction 
mechanism enabled assignments of definite JTr values from the 
orbital angular momentum transfer values which best fit the 
shapes of the angular distributions. In some cases sensi­
tivity of the calculations, mostly in magnitude, to the 
iv 
V 
choice of bound state wave functions permitted determinations 
of' the dominant .two particle shell. configurations .of the· 
f'inal states. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The (3He, n) reaction is perhaps the most practical 
method for the study of certain p·roton rich nuclides. In 
some cases �his reaction provides. the only access to the 
study of nuclides .which are two protons away from a stable 
target. In addition this reaction is a valuable tool for 
the ·investigation of two particle excitations in light and 
medium weight nuclei. A simple but well-verified model for 
the two proton transfer r�action mechanism reduces certain 
complications in the distorted wave theory and also ·enables 
unique Jv determinations on the basis of orbital angular 
momentum transrer. This stems rrom the fact that the reac­
ti�n proceeds through transfer of a 1s0 diproton and is 
quite selective towards rinal states with large ground state 
parentage. The ( t ,P), ( 3He ,p), (p, t) and (p, 3He) reactions 
have all been studied at energies high e·nough to allow re- · 
liable app1ication o� direct reaction theory (Bail et al. , 
1970; Fleming et al. , 1970; Smith et al., 1970; Fleming et al., 
1970a, 1970b; Cerny and Pehl, 1969; Middleton and Pullen, 
1963a, 1963b, 1963c). The experimental difficulties in­
volved in the detection or high energy neutrons with suf­
fici�nt energy· resolution has generally limited existing 
(3He, n) data to lower incident energies where compound-
1 
nuclear ef:fects have been suspected� This may :well b.e the 
. . 
reason for the inability of the distorted wave theory to 
2 
predict many o:f the. experimental features of existlng two­
proton transfer data when both·the deuteron transfer and 
di-neutron transfer predictions have been relatively success­
ful. 
A. CHOICE OF INCID2tlT ENERGY 
Previously reported (3He, n ) data have been at in­
cident energies or less than 15 MeV or with energy resolu­
tion greater than a :few hundred KeV (Fulbright et al. , 
1965; Towle and Wall, 1968; Manley, · 1963; Bryant et al. , 
1963; McMurray et ·a1. , 1966; Miller and �avanagh, 1966; 
Brill et al. , 1970; Adelberger et al. , 1969) . A study or 
the (3He,n) reaction at higher incident energy has several 
advantages: 1) Heavy nuclei with large Coulomb barriers may 
be studied, 2) States with large negative Q values may be 
excited, and J) The enhancement or dire·ct reaction over com-
pound nuclear effects should promote more reliable applica­
tion of the DWBA theory. The inability of direct reaction 
theory to account for many observed features of the existing 
(3He, n) data may be due to either a misapplication of direct 
reaction theory at low energies or may be a more serious 
misinterprete.t�on of the reaction mechanism. It was felt 
that only at an incident energy high enough to assume that 
the reaction will proceed almost entirely through direct 
3 
· reaction channels would the theory. be put to a truly fair 
test. In neutron time-of-flight measurements, ·energy resolu­
tion increases rapidly with neutron energy. The 25MeVin­
cident 3He energy used in this study represents a compromise 
between the advantages of higher energy and the need for 
sufficient energy resolution in the exit channel. 
B. RFACTION MODEL · 
A relatively simple model for the reaction mechanism 
enables the extraction of specific spectroscopic information 
by means of comparisons of shapes and magnitudes of angular 
distributions, particularly for the investigation of targets 
with a ground state spin parity or.a+ . The relative motion 
or the two protons in 3He is predominantly ls0 • I� we as­
sume that these two protons are stripped in a one step 
pro_cess with ±s0 relative motion, then it is reasonable to 
assume that .the two transferred particles ·retain their rela­
tive motion in the residual nucleus. In the zero-range 
approximation this becomes a necessary condition. In finite 
range calculations of two nucleon transfer reactions (Bayman, 
1970; Rost and Kunz, 1970)· it has been demonstrated quite 
convincingly that in two-nucleon transfer reactions, induced 
by a three particle projectile, the zero range approximation 
is q�ite good. The calculated shapes and relative magni­
tudes of differential cross sections obtained when one as­
sumes the zero range approximation agree in all but fine 
.4 
· .details with the finite range calculations. Neither theory 
predicts the corr�ct absolute.magnitudes of cross sections. 
The .fini ta range calculatiol?s pre.diet magnitudes about one 
third of those observed, and the. zero range calculations 
DD.1st be normalized to the data. Since the extraction of 
nuclear structure information depends on the shapes and 
relative magnitudes of angular distributions, the calcula­
tions for a given reaction may be arbitrarily normalized to 
a given transition within the reaction. If we assume the 
zero�range approximation, the only way that the transferred 
protons can have· non-singlet relative motion in the residual 
nucleus is for 1) a significant component of non-singlet 
motion to have existed in the 3He, or 2) the reaction to 
have proceeded through a two step process. 
I.f we investigate nuclei whose ground state spin 
parities are ·o+ , and if we assume ·that the two protons a.re 
stripped in a relative lso configuration, states observed in 
the final nucleus must have isospin T and spin-parity Jv 
which differ from the target ground state quantum numbers by 
�T=l, /:lJ=L andllll=(-1�. The absence of non-normal parity 
transitions in previously reported (3He,n) and {t, p) data as 
well as the success of the singlet di-nucleon transfer model 
in the DWBA calculations is strong evidence for the· validity 
or these selection rules. 
C. OTHER DI-PROTON TRANSFER REACTIONS 
In recent years it has been thought that heavy ion 
5 
induced reactions may be a practical altern�tiv·e to the use 
or relatively light weight projectiles in two-nucleop trans-· 
fer. A recent study of the (16o , 14c) reaction (Lemaire et al • . , 
1970) is one example of a heavy ion induced di-proton trans� 
fer. Neutron detection may perhaps make the (:,He,n) reac-
tion experimentally somewhat more difficult, but there are 
certain adva.ntages·both in the data obtained and in the en­
suing analysis. It is accepted that for heavy ion induced 
reactions the transfer of a complex particle with small 
angular momentum transfer can_be greatly inhibited. Certain 
low spin levels readily excited in (t, p) reactions have not 
been s·een in the corresponding heavy ion study. In the heavy 
ion ind�ced reactions the reported angular distributions are 
quite structureless and quite similar from level to level. 
Since the shapos of angular distributions show little spin 
dependence, spectroscopic information must come from a com­
parison of relative intensities. In two-nucleon transfer 
reactions, two particle components of nuclear wave functions 
must in general be added coherently, and unique spectroscopic 
information cannot be obtained from a comparison of experi­
mental relative magnitudes. Simplifying assumptions about 
the relative motion of the two transferred protons in the 
(3He,n) reaction can be made on the assumption ···that their 
original motion. in the 3He particle and the manner in which 
they are transferred are well known. This is not the case 
for the heavy ion induced reactions. 
6 
D. DWBA THEORY 
Unlike single nucleon transfer cro.ss sections, it is 
not possible_ to factor the two-nucleon transfer cross sec­
tion �nto a part containing nuclear structure information 
and an independent part which depends on the reaction 
kinematics. In two nucleon transfer there can exist several 
configurations of the two nucleons for each angular momentum 
transfer in the reaction. The transition strengths must 
come from a coherent summation of the contributions from all 
possible pairs participating in the reaction. These depend 
not only on the absolute magnitudes of the individual com­
ponents, but also on their relative phases. 
Although the cross sections cannot be factored, the 
stripping complex amplitudes can be separated into two parts. 
The first, GJlLSJT, contains the structure information, and 
the· second, BML, is the probability amplitude of transferring 
a structureless di-proton into a target with total orbital 
angular momen�wn L'Glendenning, 1964). 
The differential cross section is proportional to an 
incoherent summation over L, -the orbital angular momentum, 
S, the spin angular momentum, J, the total angular momentum, 
(1) 
The coherent summation over the possible radial states, N, 
vith weights and phases determined by the structure factors, G, 
7 
·does not permit unique determinations or nuclear wave func­
tions from comparisons with experimental · data as in the 
si'ngle nucleon transfer where there · is likely to be only one 
relevant principle quantum nwnber n.  
The structure · ractor is composed of three overlap 
integrals. The rirst,J3(n11l,n21tlL.SJT
, is the parentage of 
the residual nucleus. It describes to what extent the final 
state in the residual nucleus looks like the target ground 
ste. t8 plus two nucleons in the state (n1 
I 
1 
,n2 I} I I.SJ T • The 
square of p is somewhat· analogous to the spectroscopic 
factor obtained in single nucleon transfer. 
The bound state wave function for· the two transferred 
protons can be separated into the relative motion of the two 
protons, 'Pn'A.(r) , and the center or mass motion of the two 
protons relative to the core,c/>NA(R) , where the subscripts 
indicate the principal and orbital angular momentum quantum 
numbers for the relative motion an ·d center of mass motion 
respectively (Figure I-1) .  The·spatial part or the wave· 
function transforms as: 
�n1l1 (r, ) 4>ni12!r2 >] L = nfN.A 
<n>.., NA; LI n, 1, ,n212; L'> X 
[<l>n).l r l </>N .A (R)] (2) 
The relative motion of the two transferred protons 
in the final state must overlap with the relative motton or 
the two in the incident projectile. If we assume the two 
protons are transferred i� a relative lso configuration, 
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· .  Figure - ·I - 1 . Sohematic rep re sentation of 1;he reac tion (P+n ) + A -? �  {A+.P) + n ,  
whe re /J ·  re-pre s e n.ts the two trans fe rred �rotons (,P+n ) i s  the 3He , and '(A+..P) 
i s  the res idual nucleus B .  
OJ 
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then . we can have only _lso relative motion in the bound state 
. (i. e .• A =O).  
Ir the final state wave functions have the -form of 
an harmonic oscillator and the relative motion o� the pair 
in ·the light nuclide is described with a Gaussian wave func­
tion� the transformation _to center ot mass coordinates, as 
well as the overlap integral,U0 , may be obtained in closed 
form. The actual wave functions used were generated . as 
eigenfunctions ot a Woods-Saxon well and for computational 
purposes were expanded in a finite series of harmo nic Qscil­
la6or functions . · S ingle particle w�ve fl.Ulctions were given 
by : 
'PM Cvr) = Ln' On' 'Pn' I  (vr ) 
<p n I wr } . a e- t / 2 l' r 2 
= A- 1/3 F - 2  
(3 )  
The overlap integral could then be determined as a series of 
integrals �n.nn· The overlap of the relative motion of the 
two captured nucleons with their initial state in the i n­
cident nucleus, times the amplitude for this relative 1s0 
motion in the bound state is then given by : 
CJ � .  ,a , 1 a • n, , <n' o , N L ; L n I n I · i> ( 4 )  lffl1n2n1 1 n2 t 2 n 1 1 z 2 '  
where the a n ' l  are the harmonic oscillator expansion coef-
ficie nts of the single particle wave functions and the 
.. 
factor g is a statistical weighting factor such that : 
g = 1 if n1 l 1 J1 = n2 l 2J2 
or g = -../2 for all other cases ($) 
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The total factor con taining the nuclear structure 
information can now be written as a triple overlap· integral: 
. L {3 . I � . 
G?,TT SJT - g � 
. ' ' �� �11 1, n2 1 � n1l 1, n2 l 2 LSJ'ion1n� an11 1
an21 2 X n n ' <€.. 1 0 ' NL_; LI n 1 I 1 n 2 I 2; L> ( 6 ) 
This gives information . on 1) the degre� to whioh the rinal 
state looks like the target plus two nucleons in the 
state n1 � 1 ,o2 1 2; 2) the overlap or the bound s·tate relative 
motion with the relative motion of the ·two nucleons in the 
inci_den t pro j ectile; and 3) the probability amplitude for 
singlet re1ative motion in the final nucleus when the two 
nucleons occupy single particle orbitals n1 11, n2 1 2 and are 
coupled to total angul�r momentum, L .  
Th.a S 6\}und te rm whiclj, en te 1·s in the:, c ross &ec tilou, 
8Nr, is devoi d of nuclear s tructure information and gives 
only the probabili�y amplitude fqr the transfer of a pair of 
nucleons to the target so that their cen ter of mass motion 
is described .by the quan tum numbe rs N, L, and M. The BtIL 
depend on both the cen ter of mass motion of the transferred 
nucleons,�NL(R) ,  and the angular momen tum they transfer, L. 
They are deri ved from distorted waves describing the motion 
of the incident and e x iting nuclides and since they are 
calculated much in the same way for single nucleon transfer 
reactions (Huby, 1958; Tobocman, 1954) , details of their 
calculation will not be presen ted here . 
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The differential cross section can now be wri tten as: 
. d o-/dU = � 2Jt 1 1!:.J..l!:2. n, 2 L C L 'L G B MJc ) cm k2 2J 1T r ( 2 1r h )2 · d L SJT . ST M N  NLSJT N 7 
where µ. l and µ 2 a.re the reduced masses e.nd lei and k2 the 
wave numbers in the incident a.t?d e:Xi t channels respectively . 
. . 
Cs T is . the Clebsch-.Gordon coefficient for ' the case of · . . . ·. . . . . ' . 
. �sospi:n ._ T, Tz being trans·rerred to the .-�.sidual nucleus 
given by : 
(8) 
where the term bs T  fs the spin-isospin overlap of the inci­
dent and exit channels given by : 
(9) 
for the case of two proton transfer . The factor ila is the 
overlap between the di-proton and the relevant part of the 
3He wave runction, and is assumed to be unity . 
The Bound State Wave Function 
Although. it is computationally advantageous to have 
the bound state wave func tions [¢n . I . ( r i)] . in the form of an 
I I 
harmonic oscillator, fi nal state wave functions generated 
as eigenfunctions of a Woods-Saxon potential appear to be 
more realistic (Drisko and Rybicki, 1965 ) . An oscillator 
wave function has a gaussian tail which decays more rapidly 
th�n the exponential tail of a finite well. In general, the 
tail ·or the nuclear wave function is quite important in 
nuclear reactions and yields more . pleasing calculated re­
sults if  generated from a fini te well . Nuclear wave 
12 
functions used in this work .are . products of
. single p$rticle 
eigenfunctions ge�erated from a Woods-Saxon weil and · ex­
panded in a finite series of harmonic oscillators. 
The final state wave function describing the center 
of mass motion of the .di-proton wi th· respect to the core 
(see Figure I-1, page 8) is calculated from the Schroedinger 
equation : 
where JJ- '  = mAmp; 
mA+m.p . 
mA = mass 
mp = mass 
t t 
VO ( R }  - V c ( R )  - EB ] ¢NL ( R )  = 0 
resi dual: nucleus B = A + p 
of the core 
or the transferred pair 
( 10 )  
V0 ( R) = Coulo,nb po t;tw �l al of a unifo nnly charged sphere 
with radius R0 = rc�l/3 
Ea _ = binding energy of p in the residual nucleus, B, 
taken as 1/2 the two proton separation energy for 
each nucleon. 
-V 
V�(R) = __ o_ 
eY + 1 
y = r - r0Al/3 
The best values for the parameters r0 , r0 , and a0 were ' ' 
typically l . 15F, l. 15F and . 65F respectively. The well 
depth (V0 ) was ·adjusted to give EB as an eigenvalue. 
If the final state wave functions are admixtures of 
two particle configurations above the effectively proton 
closed target, A, they may be represented ·as : 
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'ltJfTf (A+p ) "  = '¥o( A ) L i1 j2
. C ( jl j2� T cpP( jl j2
)J T ( rl r2 } . (11 ) 
. f f f f 
�here the · c(J1 J2 ) rep�esent the mixture coefficients of the 
two ,.proton. final � state wave func tions . In · order to c alculate 
the pare:nt�ge fa�t_
or - - ( �1 1 1 , n2 1 � ) , �JT which appea rs in the 
, nuclear ' structure fac tor . ·�tSJT we rm.1s.t transform these wave 
functions from the j-j to the L-S coupling . scheme . If the 
transformation is such that¢ Ls = [ M ] ¢J J ' where ( M ] is the 
LS -j j recoupling coefficient, then the fac tor giving the 
infonnation on how much  the fi nal state JrTf looks like the 
spin zero target ground state plus two nucleons in levels 
(n1 1 1,n2 1 2 > l tsJT is s iven by : 
, _  I n • ' ' "  J \ \ �J1 I 1 '  2 12 , LSJ'l' ' "" J  1· 1 
= "' ' j J ' J "' r ,u ,  � � V \  l 2 ,  f Lfl � J oJJrOTTf (12 ) 
It must be again pointed out that the /3 ' s  and therefore the 
mixture coefficients are added coherently in determining the 
ove·rall struc ture fac tors . Sinc e the c oherent sum over 
�LSJ T depends on both the magnitudes and the relative 
phases of the mixture coeffic ients, it is impossible to de­
termine them uniquely from experimental results. 
For cases in general where the target is not a good 
c losed shell nucleus, the f3 ' s  must include coefficients of 
fractional parentage . These coefficients include a produc t 
of the vacanc y pr•obabili ty in the target and oc c upational 
probability in the final nucleus . By assuming the targets 
studied in this work are all good closed shell nuclei, the 
transfer auiplitudes of the two-partic le c omponents of the 
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final state wave functions can then be represented as just 
the occupational probability for tha t component in the final 
state wave functi ons. Since 1) the targets studied were 
fairly good proton closed o+ nuclei, 2) it was generally our 
goal to assume pure tw9-particle confi gurations in the f�nal 
state and to check for agreement rather than to predict ex­
act wave functions, and 3) consistent shell model · calcula­
tions for the target and proton rich final nucleus have in 
general not been done, the simplified closed core model was 
used for all reactions studied in this work . 
JULIE Calculations and "Agreement  Rat i osu 
The two-nucleon transfer option of the JULIE code 
calculates factors A(j1J2J, 8 J JULIE whi ch are the c omplex 
transition amplitudes for transfer of a pair of particles 
coupled to resultant angular momentum J .  Absorbed in this 
amplitude . are several terms independent of. J1 and j2 and 
external to the coherent summa tion of equation ( 7 ) , as . well 
as the LS-j j recoupling coei'ficient . The ·general expression 
for the two nucleon transfer cross section is then given by : 
<T(0 ) = N ( 2Jt+l )  Ji J2 I B (  h J2J ) A (  J1 J2 , 8) JULIE 1
2 ( 1 3 )  
w'here the term B(j1 J2J)  is the two nucleon transfer spectro-
scopic amplitude as defined by Yoshida ( 1 962) . This factor 
contains the coefficient of fractional parentage and the 
mixture coeffici ent, but not the LS-jj recoupling coefficient 
which has be en absorbed i n  the tra�sition amplitude . The 
factor N is an overall normalization which is largely the 
renormalization due to the zero-range approximation and the 
assumption that there is unity probabi lity for finding a 
1s0 diproton in  the 3He wave function. 
In order to compare relative magnitudes of the pos­
sible· transitions in . a given react� on, a formalism has been 
adopted which assumes that the normalization N is a constant 
for a given reaction. Therefore i f  we compare the magni­
tudes or all transitions in  a reacti on through the ratio R 
given by : 
R = CT 
J(8) 
Cale cr· J(B) g . s. ( 14 ) 
the normalization N drops out. Similar rati os are defined 
for the experimental c.ross sections, RExp, and one can com­
pare the succ es s of the theory as well as simple shell model 
wave functions by observing deviati ons of Reale from RExp •  
If  the shapes of experimental angular distributions are 
fitted reasonably well with a given orbital angular momentum 
transfer leading to a unique fi nal state, J, then the ratios 
are given by : 
R = 
0 
J( 0 .·) 
J(oo)g . s . (15) 
Unbound States 
Several levels i nvestigated in this work were un­
bound (i. e. ,  they had a negative two p roton separation 
energy) . The standard technique for calculating the bound 
state form factors was to adjust the well depth of t�e Woods­
Saxon well until one half the two proton separation energy 
16 
was an eigenvalue. For levels with negative binding,_ the 
separation was made to approach zero and the effect on the 
shape and magnitude of the angular distribution was- extra­
polated (exponentially) through to the unbound region . 
Figure I-2 is a typical example of what happens to the 
angular distributions . The shapes remain quite similar and 
the �agnitudes increase as the unbound region is approached . 
Several level� in 140 were either unbound or bound by 
les s  than a few MeV . The exact details of how the individ­
ual calculated zero-degree magnitudes were extrapolated 
towards and into the unbound region are shown in Chapter IV .  
The main Justification for employing th.is method·. i's .. that 
other , perhaps more sophisticated ,  techniques have not been 
developed for analysis of unbound states in two-nucleon 
transfer calculations . 
An alternative to this method has. been attempted in 
single nucleon transfer by Huby (1970 ) and Cole et al . (197g. 
Wave functions with large amplitudes in the nuclear interior 
are modified by smoothly joining them to a free particle 
solution near the first node outside the nucleus . This 
npseudo-bound" wave-function is input to the calculation and 
the normal bound state DWBA are perforrne_d. Levels slightly 
unbound, less than 1 MeV,  were found to be quite insensitive 
to this method of truncating the resonant scattering wave 
function . For levels of higher excitation the calculations 
exhibited sensitivity .only in the magnitudes p red�cted. 
17 
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Figure I-2 . Extrapolation of the calculated cross se c tion 
as a .function of two-proton separation ene rgy int o  the 
unbound region . 
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Youngbood e t  al. (1970 ) _mea_sured dif�erential cross sec tions 
. . 
to unbound levels in 41sc from the 4°ca(.3He, d )41sc reac tion . 
The spectroscopic fac tor s, obtained essen tially by the Huby 
me thod, were in good agreement with spec tros cop�c informa­
tion obtained from the 40ca(p, p )4°ca reac tion. Again it was 
only the magnitudes of unbound levels whi ch were sensitive 
to the· formulation of the nunbound n wave func tions . Com­
paring the Huby technique with a quadratic extrapolation from 
the bound region, Youngblood found that the extrapolation 
technique deviated from the "pseudo bound" formalism by 
about 15 percen t for levels which were several MeV un�ound. 
Assuming the "pseudo bound 11 formalism to be appli­
cable for unbound levels excited in the two nucleon trans­
fer reac tion , one might expect a similar sensitivity for the 
two particle unbound wave func tions. The extrapola tion from 
the bound region should then predic t magnl tudes of unbound 
levels to within about 15 percen t for levels unbound by les s 
than 2 or 3 MeV. 
Distorted Waves and Optical Parameters 
Dis torted waves in the inciden t and exit channels 
were generated as solutions to the Schroedinger equa tion : 
[ 2 . 2 2 
) ] ( :t ) .a. .:11  V - k - 2 µ.�li U { r - '2.k 17 .,r cp ( k, r) = 0 ( 1 6 )  
wher� µ.. is the _reduced mass and 17 the Coulomb parameter of 
the app7opriate �air in the inciden t and exit channels . U ( r )  
is the optical potential given by : 
· U( r) = -Vo -iW1 
eX+l ex' +l 
where x = ( r-r0Al/3)/a0 and x '  
I 
-iWde� +Vc(r) 
(eX 1 +1)2 
= ( r-r1Al /3)ai 
and V0 is the potenti al of a uniformly charged sphere of 
radius r0Al/3 .  The a.symp_totic · behavior of the distorted 
waves were such that : 
cJ»' °rk,r) � e- i k •r + f ( 8, cp ) e i k r; r 
cf, - (ki) � e -ik·r � t�8-1r, cp + 1r ) e  - i kr /r 
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( 17) 
( 1 8) 
Optical potentials were obtained using the inciden t 
( Jii�. ) . and exit (neutron) para.mete rs shown in- Table I -1. 
Three general 3He parameter sets used were those reported 
tc giYQ · the best  fi t to 6Xi5 ti.ug el?-a tic sc at tex·ing a t  251'Iew 
on light targets. O ther 3He parameter sets were ·used in the 
cases where existing scattering data determined reliable 
parameters for the particular nucleus to be s tudied ( see Chap­
ter IV} The neutron optical parameters are from global 
searches tha t attemp t to fi t the elastic _scattering data 
ror a wide range of energies and targets. Some of the sets 
used had energy, mass and symmetry dependent terms. There 
was generally lit tle sensitivity to the choice of exit 
channel parameter set especi ally for the light targets. For 
the nickel isotopes a definite preference for the parameters 
of - Rosen et al. was noted. This· is in  agreement with the 
fast neu tron scattering work . of B9schung et al. ( 1970 ) on 
.5�n a.nd 60Ni. 
TABLB I-1 
GLOBAL OPTICAL PARAMETERS 
Parame ter V · w  ro r1 . :r e.o ai Wd Se t lMeV) ( MeV) (Fermi ) (Fermi) (F'e41 ) (Fe rmi ) (Penni) (MeV) 
Inciden t Cha� 
I 170 . 0  20. 0 1 . 14 1. 82 1 .40 . 67 . 56 --
. I I  146 18.4 1 .40 1.40 1.25 .;55 .55 
III 198 20 . 0  1 . 50 1 . 50 ' 1 . 25 . 55 .55 
Exit Chan!ll!.!. 
Ia F(E) F ( E )  F( A ) F(A) - - . 66 .48 
IIb F ( E )  5. 75 1 .25 1.25 -- . 65 . 1  
III0 F ( E ,�) F( A) 1.25 1 . 2.5 -- . 65 . 47 
IVd · F ( E , �) F ( E )  1 . 17 1 .26 -- . 75 . sa 
aw11mo re , D ., Ho dgson , P . E . , Nucl . Phys . 22,, 676 (1964) . 
bRos en , L . ,  e t  al . ,  Ann . Phys . J!t., 96-152 (1965) - .  
cPe rey, F . , Buck ,  B . , lluc l .  Phys . 2£, 417-4.33 ( 1964} . 
N . dBec che tti , Jr . , F .  D . , Greenlees , G .  W . , Phys . Rev . 182 ( 4 ) , 1197-1206 (1968) . o 
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For a given set o� wave functions and bound state 
parameters, A, an . example or the notation representing a 
calculation in this work is [ IAI] , indicating inci dent opti­
c.al parameter set I, bound state A , and exit channel param­
eter set I . 
CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 
Bombardment. of targets with the 25 · MeV 3He beam from 
the Oak Ridge Isochronous Cyclotron ( ORIC )  p roduced neutrons 
from the (3He, n ) reacti on. Neutrons were detected with a 
liquid scintilla tion cell and their energies were measured 
using time-or�rligb.t techniques. The typical beam burst 
duration of the cyclotron was 2 to 3 nse c (:f.'whm).  This could 
not be reduced without a prohibi tive loss in the 10,ua.mp beam 
curren t and was therefore used as a fixed parameter in the 
developmen t of the ORI C time-of-flight spectrometer. In 
order to achieve about 1 percent energy · _.resolution for de­
tection of 10-35 MeV neutrons it was necessary to determine 
time-of-flight over a 35m flight path wi th about 2 . 5 nsec 
resolution. The flight path extended from a switching 
magnet, which was used as a target chamber, . through a hole 
·in a seven foot concrete shield wall to the neutron de-
tector. Angle variation could not be achieved by moving the 
detector relative to the scattering chamber. Instead, the 
angle at  which the inciden t �e.am struck the target was 
varied. 
With the relatively small solid angle subtended, 
small cro·ss sections could only be measured if nearly all 
sources of background were removed. Heavy lead collima tion 
22 
in conjunction with the seven foot shield wall was us�d to 
remove cyclotron induced background. Neutron-gamma pulse 
shape discrimination and a cosmic ray anti-coincidence de­
tector effectively removed cyclotron independent ( time un­
correlated) background as well as the prompt gamma-flash 
from the target.· 
A .  BEAM PREPARATION 
23 
A current of about 35 . mic roamperes of singly charged 
2S MeV 3He beam was ci rculated in the Oak Ridge Isoschronous 
Cyclotron. In general the machine was tuned for maximum 
extracted current. Both the Dee voltage and main magnet of 
the cyclotron were tune d for minimum beam burst duration 
without significant loss in beam current. Typically 10 
microamperes with a beam burst duration of about 2 nsec 
could be. extracted . 
The 116 nsec radio-frequency (r.f. ) period was not 
sufriciently long to prevent high ene rgy neutrons from ar­
riving at the detector at the same time as low energy neu­
trons .from previous berun bursts. In time-of-flight measure­
ments this can cause overlap of neutron ene rgies of interest. 
An external beam sweeper suppressed two out of three beam 
bursts increasing the effective repetition pe ri�d by a fac­
tor of three (Figure II-1) . The r. f . , 8 . 57 Mhz , was input 
into a frequency divider tuned for 1/3 the input, 2 . 8633 Mhz . 
This lower frequency was delayed, amplified, and then used 
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Figure II-1 .  Schematic rep re s entation of the ORIC external 
beam sweeper and a s s ociated RF circui try .  
f\) 
� 
to drive a tuned coil attached to a pair of plates one meter 
long and separated by i.. 9 · cm. A quadrupole mag�et was used 
to insure that the 3He beam was · parallel between the plates 
(Figure II-2) .  An excitation of . 5-10 kilovolts sufficiently 
deflected two out of three beam b ursts so that only ·one out 
of three - would pass undeflected through a tantalum stopping 
collimator. A quadrupole element after the deflecting 
plates was tuned for maximum transmission through the stop­
ping collimator. To insure that the sweeper was in good · 
phase relative to the beam, · the deflected be am burs ts could 
be monitored on the phosp�ored surface of the stopping 
collimator . With a steering magnet between the sweeper and 
�he collimator, each of the three beams could be passed in­
dividually through the _collimator to check that there was 
1/3 the total current in each. 
· The phase of the beam sweeper relative to the r . f .  
pl ckoff was continually monitored with the circuit shown in 
Figure II-3. The r. f. and a r . f . /3 signal from a pi-ckup 
' . 
c oil in the beam sweeper were input to two �ast discrimina-
tors with 20 nsec output . widths. By adjusti ng a relative 
delay between the two discriminator outputs, a coi ncidence 
output width was set at about 10 nsec and input to a milli­
ammeter (phase-meter) . A one nsec variation in phase be­
tween the r. r .  and r. f . /3 would yield a 10 percent deflec­
tion in the meter movement of the millianuneter. Any sub­
sequent variation in phase could be corrected by an 
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Fi gure II-2 . S chema tic rep re s e ntation of the ORI C ext·e rna l 
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adjustable delay before the r. f . /3 was input to the 1:;>eam 
sweeper. · The absence of extra prompt gamma peaks in the · 
time-of- fli ght spectra confirmed that there was less than 
0. 2 percent transmission of the deflected beam bursts. A 
timing pulse with a well defined p�ase relative to the 
machine but occurring every third beam pulse was gener�ted 
by . putting the �·cyclotron pickoff in coincidence with the 
pickup coil from the beam sweeper {Figure II -3 ) .  This in­
creased the total time spectrum to three times the r. f. 
period (348 nsec) and prevented overlap of neutron energies 
of interest as well as fold over of low energy background. 
The transmitted. beam current was reduced from three to one 
particle microarnperes. 
The 3He· beam was run non-dispersively through a 153° 
analyzing magnet. The absolute beam energy and energy 
sp�ead were measured by introducing a 0 .. 072." slit at the exit 
or the 153° magnet. Transmitted beam as a function of mag­
net excitation was measured (Figure II-4) . The excitation 
of the 153° magnet was measured with an NMR probe . The 
absolute calibration of this method was somewhat uncertain 
due to the hysteresis of the magnet and non-uniformity of 
the measured field, yielding 100 KeV uncertainty in the 
absolute energy determination. The beam energy was deter­
mi ned later to ±]o KeV by an independent method. Measurement 
of small energy differences did not depend strongly on the 
history or the analyzing magnet nor on the particular region 
t >­t-
en z w t­z 
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Figure II-4 . Energy distribution and resolution of the 
ORIC 25 MeV 3He beam measured with a 0. 072 inch slit 




. where the field . was measured. Therefore, the energy dis­
tribution .and width of the 3He beam w�re accurately measured. 
The· be�m energy spread was typically 90 KeV. 
Making use of two quadrupole .focusing elements after 
the 153° magnet, the beam was focused to fit well within a 
1/4" diameter circle on a phosphor ·�laced midway through a 
large beam switching ·magnet shown in Figure II-5. The beam 
·divergence at this point was kept to a minimum in or�er to 
insure that no beam was lost at the Faraday cup 1 or 2· meters 
away. This switching magnet,· used ·as a target chamber, de­
flected the incident beam either 25 . 3° _ righ,t or 30. o·o left. 
The deflected beam traveled along a short piece or beam pipe 
and was then dumped on one or two insulated, carbon blocks. 
The beam current was monitored . by measuring the amount of 
charge per unit time flowing from the carbon block to ground. 
The charge integrator was calibrated with a Ke i thly current 
source. The time integrated charge was measured to 0 . 5  per·­
cent accuracy . The Faraday cup positions were chosen so 
that there were no straight line paths to the neutron de­
tector, excep_t those passing through seven .feet or concrete 
or 16" or lead. 
. B .  ANGLE VARI ATI OU 
A 3Sm n ight path, necessary for desired �nergy 
resolution was only available if neutrons were detected 
outside the experimental room . Neutrons from the target in 
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Flgu�e II-5 . Schematic representation of the ORIC time-of-flight spect rome te r. w ..... 
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the switching magnet, passed through a 5/8n plastic flange, 
16m across the experimental room, through a hole in a seven 
toot concrete shield wall, and 17m .to the. neutron detector. 
The constraint that the n ight path remain relatively fixed 
in space, forced us to rely on the_ switching magnet for 
angle vari ation (F�gure II-6) . The . incident beam angle was 
changed by repositioning the target along one or the beam 
trajectories . The flight path, at  an angle or 14° to the 
undeflected beam line, could be used over an angular range 
or about -11° to 45° . The switching magnet was n ot only 
essential for angle variation but also served to ·remove 
charged particles from forward angles. 
Since the singly charged 3He beam was used, the path 
or · the beam through the switching magnet was not a circular 
arc . After the beam was stripped, its path had one half the 
radius or curvature of the inciden t· berun • .  Our requirement 
that the beam current be maximized at a fixed poin t after 
the target made it necessary to change the excitation of the 
switching magnet every time the target was repositioned. 
For this reason and because the inciden t angle determination 
was no longer a trivial matter, a strict procedure was fol­
lowed in order that the target be positioned properly and 
9:ccurfl:tely (Figure II-6) .  A specially designed· ·  target 
changer could . be moved parallel to the undeflected beam line 
( Y  position) by a manual push rod. Lateral positionin g, 
perpendicular to the undeflected beam line (X position) , was 
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Figure II-6 . Beam switching magne t use d as a targe t chambe r for · i n c i dent beam 
angle variatibn . 
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accomplished with a mot<;>rized pinio·n and rack combina_tion. 
First the target was placed at a measured Y position and 
then posi.tioned· at its approximate X position. The magnet 
excitation necessary to pass the beam through the target 
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.and into the Faraday cup was experimentally determined. 
Monitoring beam transmission as a function of magnet excita­
tion, the beam intensity remained very constant over a range 
of about ±10 percent of the absolute magnet excitation and 
then fell off quite sharply. The magnet was set midway be­
tween the intensity half heights. This insured tha t  virtual­
ly all the beam passing through the target, and only that 
beam, was reaching the Faraday cup. Any beam �ot passing 
through the. target material would not be stripped and _would 
not have a sufficient radius of curvature to reach the Fara­
day cup. Finally the lateral distance from the undeflected 
beam line to the new beam line {b.X ) was accurately measured. 
A helipot measured the number of turns of the pinion gear 
necessary to cen ter the cross hairs of a phosphor on the de­
rlec ted berun. Knowing the parallel positi on (Y) , the· mag­
netic field of the switching magnet ,  and the momen tum of the 
3ne beam, both the deflection angle {68 } and the deflection 
distance <,6. x) could be calculated. The calculated deflec­
tion distances agreed with the experimentally determi ned 
values to within the accuracy of the measurement, ±1/16 11 • 
The errot' in the deflection angle was ± . 1  ° .  
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C. SHIELDING 
With the small solid angle s ubtended by the neutron 
counter, about 1 � 5 x 10-S steradi ans , counting rates were on 
the order of lOcts. min-1 mb-1 per microam;pere of beam . 
With typical currents of l microampere on target, counting 
rates were about 5-50 counts/min for the 12c( 3He , n)l4o reac ­
tion and about 0 .1-1 count/min for the 5�i( He, n)60zn reac­
tion. With s uch small count rates · it was es sential to keep 
the background low . 
I n . addition to the s even foot concrete shield wall, 
lead collimation was used to minimize background from the 
scattering chamber and experimental. room { Fi gure II -5, 
pe.ge 31 ) .  • 4"" " ' ·  ,__ ' ,  1.. " ....  > on ... idc � · ·ba "'f , ... es. ,� ·w·a.- .� l1. ._. • V� ..., .,,., \ • '-'  • � J • .:, . v '4 V - -
placed about 1 .5 meters from the target and positioned so 
that a 2 cm hole through its center was aligned with the 
center of the target and the center of the detector . A 
second 40 . 64 cm cube of lead with a 10 . 16 cm by 7. 67 cm 
rectangular hole was used as a clearing collimator directly 
in front of the shield wall. The total effect then was that 
any straight line drawn from the experimental room to the 
detector would have to pas s either through 2 . 134 m ( 7  ft. ) 
of concrete,  40 . 64 cm of lead, or through a -2.00 cm hole 
centered on a 2 . 86 cm target . The defining and clearing 
collimation had to be moved slightly to accommodate small 
lateral di splacements in the fli�t path after · angle changes. 
The defining collimation was posi·tioned with a motorized 
36 
. .  
tram; and a... helipot e�abled pos i tioning of the 2.00 cm hole 
. . 
to w� thin . 079 cm ( 1/32 iri � ) . The hole through the clearing 
collimati on was sufficiently large so that it needed only to 
be positioned at one of four rough locations. 
The defining collimator pos 1 tion was e·xperimentally 
· determined by setting it at the position where the event 
rate at the detector was a maximum (Figure II-?) . The in ­
tensity distribution was flat for about 1 . 3 cm, indicating 
that the collimator was not cutting into the solid angle 
subtended by the neutron counter and that the beam spot size 
was smaller than the hole in the collimator. The theoretical 
positions of the defining collimator could be calculated 
from knowledge of the. absolute positions of the target in 
the target chamber and the angle the flight path makes with 
the undeflec ted beam line . An independent measurement agreed 
with the determination of the. ahsolute a�gle from collimator 
tracking (1 3 . 9 ±0 . 2° ) .  Theoretical collimator posi tions 
agreed with the experimentally determined pos itions to with­
in the accuracy of the measurement ( . 079 cm ) . The absence 
of high energy, time dependent bac�ground in neutron da ta 
was an indication that �he shielding efficiently removed 
neutrons except those coming from the target . 
D .  NEUTRON D:sTECTOR 
The neutron detector , a bubble free, cylindrical 
cell of NE21 3 sc i n tillation liquid, was 6 in . in di ameter 
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Figure II-7 . Intensi ty of neutron de tec tor events es  a 
func tion of defining collimator position . 
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and· 4 in. thick . (Figure I I-8 ).  The c ell was optically con­
nected to a 2 in. thick c onical light pipe, turned from a 
38 
6 1n. to 4 in. diameter. which was then attached to an 
XP1040 photomultiplier tube with a 115 nun photocathode. The 
socket assembly was essentially th�t of Gibson { 1966 ) with 
slight modifications (Figure II-9 ) .  
Detection Jitter 
In order to optimi ze  the energy resolution of the 
neutron time-of-flight spectrometer, it was essential to 
minimi z e  detection ji tter . The annihilation gamma-gamma 
coinc idence technique (Dolan , 1966 ) was used to measure de­
tection jitter (Figure II-10) . A small NE102 c rystal, 
r,iOUlJ ted on il. 56A.il? pho tomul tiplit3 l' tube was plac ed fac ing 
the XP1040 with a 22Na source between the two. Hard clipped 
anode pulses from both detectors. were input to two identical 
zero crossi ng discriminators . The disc riminator outputs 
were used to start and stop a time to amplitude converte r . 
Two 0 . 511 MeV gamma rays from positron annihilation produc ed 
coincident events in  both detectors . The full width half 
maximum (�whm) or the coi ncident peak { Figure II-11 ) was 
minimi zed by adjusting the focus, deflector and puls e hei ght 
resistors in the base assembly and the anode clipping line 
length of the XP1040 .  If the detecti on j itter of either 
tube · were to do minate, the coincident peak would be skewed 
to one side . The j itter of the 56AVP was adjusted until it 
was approximately the same as that of the XP1040 ; that is, 
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Figure II -11 . Expe rimental de termination of d e tection j it te r  from a t:1.mc d i s tribution � 
of coincident  .annihilation gammas . 
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until the c�incidence peak wa.s symmetric . The detec�i.on 
Jitter of each detector. was then equal to the total Ji  tter//2. 
The overall j itter of the . XP1040 · timing system used in this 
study was 1 .  03 ±0.10 nsec . · 
Detection Efficiency 
The detection efficiency was calculated with a Monte 
Carlo code (Textor and Verbinslci, 1968) which predicts the 
pulse height distribution for a parallel beam of monoener­
getic neutrons. The path of each neutron and the energy it 
deposi ts either through elas tic scattering or reactions in 
the scintillator is predic te·d. The total energy deposited 
by each neutron, obta�ned from a sum of all ions produced, 
is  conve rted  to a light pulso . Thu p robabili ty p er ligh.t  
unit of detecti ng a given energy neutron is thus determined. 
(Figure II-12. The points shown . are from an experimental 
neutron pulse height spec trum· normalized ·to the theory. ) 
The erfic iency is then the fraction of the inc ident neutron 
flux which produce light pulses above threshold .. Al though 
the calculation may be appli ed to incident neutron energies 
up to 70 MeV, the code has not been experimentally verified 
for neutron energies greater than 20 MeV. Each calculation 
was run . with a number of incident neutrons sufficient to give 
20, 000 collisions in the neutron detector. This c alculati on 
was repeated for monoenergetic neutrons from 8 to 36 MeV in 
steps of l MeV . Figure II-13 shows the calculated detector 
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Figure II-13 . Calculated efficiency versus neutron energy 
:ror a 15 cm dis.me ter by 10 cm thic lt NE213 liquid 
scintil lation cell  at. four rep resentative thre sho lds . 
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Within this range, the vari ation of efficiency with neutron 
energy depends mainly on the energy variation of the cross 
sections and light re·sponse curve used in the calculation. 
The uncertainty in these as well as · in the variation or de­
tector pulse height resolution yield an estimated 3 percent 
error in - the relative effic iency .  l'h.e absolute uncertainty 
in detection efficiency is dominated by the absolute un­
certainty of the cross sections used a nd is estimated to be 
about !15 percent. 
E. FLIGHT PATH 
. ' 
The flight path was meas ured with a 100 ft. metallic. 
tape with a differential tolerance �f ±0. 020 in . and cor­
rected to account for the catenary s ag of the tape. Calcula­
tions for thermal and mechanical expansion of the tape were 
made, and both effects were found to be negligible. The 
neutron and gamma mean detection points were both assumed to 
be at the center of the detector. Variation in the zero  
bias efficiency of the neutron detector as  a func tion of 
energy produced a shift in the mean detection point away 
from the center of the detector. The difference between the 
time neutron information actually arrived at the center of · 
the detector �nd the time it would have arrived h�d the 
neutron itself arrived at the center of the detector was 
calculated· (Figure I I-14 ) .  The time shi ft varies as a func­
tion of neutron energy ; however , ·when the time shift is 
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Figure II- 14 . The . time shift of the mean 1 detec tl on point as a func tion of neutron 
energy and the corresponding energy ·correc tion due to the f6rstiortenirig ·6r· the 
etfective flight path. 
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converted to a corresponding energy shift, the .correqtion 
can be approximated by ·a constant energy shift of 5 ± l KeV . · 
·Adjustments· to the flight path were made to account for re­
positioning of . the target . for each angle change. The over­
all accuracy of .the mid-detector flight path determination 
is about ± 1 cm. By allowing the flight path to vary as a 
f�ee parameter in a relativistic time-of-flight calculation 
and matching the experimentally determined energies . of the 
levels in 014 with previously reported values, the n ight 
path could be determined to about t 5 cm. These determina­
tions agreed with physically measured values. 
F • . NEUTRON ATTENUATION 
Neutron attenuation through about 34 m of air, 
S/8 in. of lucite , and 1/8 in . aluminum is significant and 
must be accounted for. The fraction of t.ransmitted neutrons 
at .a given energy , E, is : 
T ( E )  = I ( E )  
I0 ( E) 
( u X) = r a-Ei.· Xi E T i=i 
er 
Ei ; neutron total reaction cross section for neu-
trons with energy = E, through the 1 th element  in the neu­
tron path. 
Xi = effective thickne ss of the 1th element in the 
neutron path . 
M = the total number of elements in the neutron path. 
49 . 
Sinc e  the neutron total reaction c ross sections are 
energy dependent; a transmission c oeffic ient is c alculated 
for each neutron energy involved in the reaction. The 
number or neutrons at a given energy that would have been 
detec ted had there been no attenuation is then : 
Nd (E )  = number of neutrons detected with energy E. 
N0 (E) = number of neutrons detected with energy E if 
there had been no neutron attenuation. 
The total c ross sections which dominate in the trans­
mission c alculation are known to 5-30 percent giving an 
estimated 15 perc ent absolute error in the frac tion of trans-. 
mitted neutrons. T(E) is typic ally 0. 6-0.7 giving an abso­
lute error in N0 {E )  of ab·out 5 percent. 
G .  TARGETS 
All targets us ed were large enough to fit in a target 
frame with a 1-1/8 in. diameter hole. The hole diameter was 
chosen so that the detector could easily view all of the 
0 . 25-0.4 in. diameter beam spot but none of the target frame. 
Target thicknesses were limited so that the beam energy loss 
would not be the major c ontribution to the overall energy 
resolution. Target thicknesses were chosen, when possible, 
to y� eld between 50-100 KeV total energy loss for the 
25 MeV 3He beam . 
Carbon films were prepared by depositing a solution 
so 
of carbon and alcohol· on a slightly soaped glass pla�e. 
After. evapora tion of the alcohol, self supporting carbon 
.films were .floated off . Inu,urity peaks from 13c and llB, · 
less than 1 percen t of each, were not observed . in neutron 
data. 28s1 fi1ms were prepared by evaporating silicon on a 
1.6 mg/cm2 gold foi1. It was not possible to obtain a self­
supporting 28s1 foil near desired thickness because of the 
extreme brittleness of foils greater than 100-200ffg/cm2 • 
Background neutrons from the 1_97Au(3He,n)l99Ti were not ob­
served. Large impurities of 12c and l6o introduced signifi­
cant neutron background. Fortunately the 28s1(3He,n) 30s 
reaction has the least negative Q value, making the analysis 
of the first few states of )Os possible . Isotopically en-
riched, rolled films of ni c ke l  and- pure , · rol led 27 A l  were tre d. 
Target thicknesses were measured by observing the 
energy loss of a 5. 803 MeV alpha in passi.ng through . the 
target material ( Table II-1) . For the 28si film the alpha 
energy loss was measured before and after evaporation of the 
silicon on the gold film. The 28s1 thickness was calculated 
from the difference between the two measurements. For this 
reason, and due to large impurities, the 28s1 thickness is 
uncertain to about JO percent. All other thicknesses are 
known to an estimated accuracy of better than. 1.0 percent. 
Target nonuniformity was measured by passing the 
collimated alpha partic les through several non-overlapping 
areas of the target film (Table II-1) . The overall non-
Target Description 
12c self supporting 
27Al self supporting · 
28si on 1 . 6 mg Au roil 
58iii self supporting 
60Ni self supporting 
62Ni self supporting 
TABLE II-1 
TARGET THI CKNESS DETERMINATIONS 
ThTckness 
(mg/cm2 ) 
. 61.5 ! . 062 
• 815 : .082 
. 250 � .100 
. 970 ! . 097 
1 . 780 !.178  
1 . 340 !.134 
1/2 Energy Loss tor 
' 26 MeV JHe (MeV) 
. 0$66 '! . 006 · 
. 0623 ± . 006 
. 0192 ! . 008  
. 0620 ! . 006 
8 + .113 _ . 011 
. 0857 ± . 009 
Non-unit'orml ty i Deviation 
9 . 6  
4 .4 
10 . 0  
s . 2 




uni formity was typically about 5 percent. The area defined 
by the c·ollimated alphas· was about 1/5 the area or the 3He 
beam spot. The target thickness had a maximum effective 
grB:dient of about 2 percent per cm movement of the centroid 
of the Jue beam . Positioning of the target ·centers was good 
to about ··!l/16 in. This introduced- a relative error of 
about !0.1 percent due to target thickness non-uniformity . 
Corrections to the target thicknesses were made due to the 
fact that the incident beam passed through the target at 
different angles (Figure II-6, page 33) . The exp_ression for 
the effective thickness T8 rr is given by : 
Terr = To/cos e' 
T0 = the thickness along the normal to the target 
surface . 
I 
B = the angle the incident beam makes with the normal 
to the target surface. 
CHAPTER I:J:I 
DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 
A. DATA ACQUISITIOlf 
The basic scheme for analysis of incoming data is 
shown in Figure I II �l .  The diagram indicates idealized 
sys tams which will be discussed, not necessari ly in the 
chronological order in which they interacted with the data, . 
but in such a way that the overall scheme. may become appar­
ent. Timing signals were input to a time to amplitude con­
verter ( 1 ) .  A pulse height (energy proportional) signal is 
required to break a pre-determin ed threshold ( 2 ) . A neutron­
gamma discrimination sys�em separated all events into 
uneutro� " and " gamma" even ts {3) .  A cosmic ray anti­
coincidence detector removed high. energy cyclotron inde­
pendent background (4) . A time calibration system provided 
a continuous determination of the relative time scale ( 5) . 
Threshold variation was possible after each run because the 
pulse height of each event was recorded ( 6) . 
(1)  Timing 
A hard clipped anode pulse from the neutron de­
tector is input to a zero crossing discriminat0r to generate 
the �vent start signal . An event stop signal is generated 
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Figure III-1 . Schematic repre s en tation of the e lectronic analysis and acqui­. 
s ition of neutron data . 
U1 
� 
timing signals were input . to a time-to-ampli·tude converter, 
and the difference between the ·tw� determined the time-or­
flight or detected events . Detection Jitter · was· measured to 
be 1 . 03 !0.10 nsec (page 3 8 ) .  Crossover walk was measure d  
by observing the change in apparen� arrival time a s  a func­
tion or the observed pulse height from the tenth dynode of 
the detector. Figure III-2 shows the observed pulse height 
distribution· for a 29 MeV neutron peak and the shift of its 
centroid (in  time) as a function of detected pulse height. 
The walk was measured for several runs and was typically 
0. 022 !0 . 004 nsec /MeV . 
(2) Pulse Height and Threshold 
A signal :Cro111 ·i;ht, ta.n th dy11ode of the neutron de­
tector used for pulse height analyses was assumed propor­
tional to the proton recoil ene rgy i n  the detector . The 
absolute· detection threshold was defined by a lower level 
discriminator set on this (pulse height) signal. Figure III-3 
s hows a pulse height spectrum taken with a 22Na source. 
Resolution at 1 MeV is about 20 percent. The light response 
of the neutron detector was calibrated by assuming the 22Na 
half height to be equivalent to 1. 05 light units . Actual 
running thresholds were defined by deterroini.ng what multiples 
of 22Na half heights were equivalent to the minimum pulse 
height accepted. 
(3) Neutron-Gamma Discrimi nation 
The intense prompt-gamma flash from the target 
1 .2  
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Figure III-3 . Tne 22Na pul se  hei ght spe ctrum from the 
tenth dynode of the XP1040 p ho tomul tip lier . 
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occasionally appeared at the s ame place in the time-of­
fligh.t spec trum as . high �mergy neutrons from previo us beam · 
· burs ts . 
. . . 
A neutron-gamma pulse shape discrimination system 
(Miller, 1968) was us ed to separate out the prompt gamma . 
flash as well as the cyclotron independent ( random in time ) 
background of approxima tely 10 counts/s e c  . . 
Due to diffe rent ioniz ation densi-ttes  the observed . . 
charge dis tribution is  different for a neutron induc ed pr?ton 
recoil than for a recoil el ectron from gamma radiation, even 
though. both may represent the same recoil en e rgy. rr the 
pulse  from the tenth dynode is first· i n tegrated and then 
doub1y differentiated { double delay lin e . clipped at about 
l. 2µsec ) the differenc e in " shape " of the slow componen ts 
c aused the cros s -over point for the gamma to occur about 
20 nsec  b erore the cros s-ove r . point for the neutron . (Fig-
ure III �4) . The doubly dif"fe .rentiated s i.gnal was input to a 
zero crossing di scriminator and the output of the latter was 
used to s tart a time to amplitude converter . A hard clipped 
anode pul s e  was. input to a s econd z ero cros s ing di s c riminator 
which effectively looks a t  the fast decay components of the 
pulse  which are n shape " independent. The s econd ze ro­
cross ing disc riminator output was then delayed and input to 
the s top of the time to amplitude converter. With the 
11 shape" dependent start and " shape " independent stop the 
time to e.mpli tude converter ( TAC ) yielded a neutron-gamma 
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Figure III-4 . S chematic representation of the neutron­









pulse height spectra were stored in a two-dimensional an- · 
alyzer, it became obvious · that the cross-over ·timing of an 
event { especlally the slow componen·ts ) was dependent on its 
pulse height. The time cent�id of the gamma peak was 
plotted as .a function of' pulse height (Figure III-$). By 
adding a · fraction of the pulse height to the output · of the 
TAC the 0leann of the centroid of the gamma peak could be 
adjusted. Pulse height . was added until the centroid of the 
gamma peak no longer varied as · a function of energy. A dif­
ferential discriminator set on the TAC plus pulse height 
summer was then used to split detected events of all pulse 
heights into 11neutrons" and "gammas. " A one-dimensional 
analyzer wa.s used to continuously monitor the " neutron­
gammaa separation. Figure III-6 shows the separation of all 
detected particles from a 12c(3He,n ) l4o run over a dynamic 
range of about 3 to JO MeV. 
With the gating system shown in Figure III-7 the 
pulse heights of all detected events were separated into 
ei:ther " neutron�' or " gamme. '1 pulse height. "Neutron" pulse 
height versus time-of-night spectra were stored in a 
SOX400 array of a 20 , 000 channel Victoreen analyzer. Gamma 
time-of-flight were stored in the Y=O plane of the same 
analyzer. The arrival time of the prompt gamma flash was 
used. as an absolute time calibration. 
"Gamma" pulse haight versus time-of-flight spectra 
were stored in a second .50X400 �nalyzer with neutron 
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time-of-r11ght in . the . Y=O plane. This information w�s· used · 
to estimate the number or · n·eutrons mislabeled as .. gammas" by 
the neutron gamma discrimination system • . The number of mis- -
. . 
labeled ev�nts .was a function of energy but could b� approxi-
mated as 2 .5 . ! 1 . 5 percent ·over a neutron energy range of 
about 10�35 MeV. A few of these events were actual ( n, n •Y) 
events in the detector. 
(4) Cosmi c Anti-Coincidence Detector 
A £ew high energy coamics were mislabeled as "neu­
trons" by the n-Y discrimination system. This source of 
background was reduced by a factor of three by means of an 
anti-coincidence · detector placed 3 in. above the neutron 
coWJ t&r ( see Flgur� I!I -1, paga 54) . The �nt1-coinc1denca 
detector was a 24" x 24" x 3/4" sheet of NEl.02 plastic 
scintillator mounted on a 56AVP photomultiplier tube. Any 
neutron ·detector event occurr.ing within !25 nsec of' an event 
in the anti-coincidence counter was vetoed. The coincidence 
timing was set with coincident annihilation gammas from a 
22Na source. The accidental coincidence rate of about 
s . ox10-5 counts/sec was assumed negligible. 
(5) Time Calibration 
Differential non-linearity in the time�of-fligh.t TAC 
and the X-ADC had to be accounted for in order to determine 
· the time-of-flight of an event to better than the desired 
accuracy of . 100 picoseconds . The X-ADC' s and TAC were cali-
brated con tinuou�ly with a special time calibration system 
( Figure III-8 ) . A 40 megahe·rtz (MHz) os_cillator was input 
to b oth a fast discrimina to·r and a mixer . . The discriminator 
set at about the half-height of the sinusoidal output of the 
. oscillator gave logic · output pulses every 25 nsec . Anbther · 
discriminator with 500 nsec dead-time gave logic � ignals 
every 500 nse c. This was used · to gate the 40 MHz · train of 
logic pulse s  giving a fast logic pulse every 500 nsec_ . The 
second oscillator output was mixed with random noise and in­
put ·to a trigger unit. The trigge r output gave a 40 MHz 
train of fast logic pulses with j itter between them propor­
tional to the amoun of noise added . Due to short cycle 
gain drifts , the time calibration proceeded during an actual 
run . Since an anti-coincidence ( veto)  pulse disables the 
normal timing system and because the vetos occur randomly 
in . time , a 1 µ.sec gating pulse generated for every vetoed 
e �ent was used to randomly open the calibration system with­
out increas ing dead-time . The ·randomly gated r .  f. trai n 
started the TAC and a stop pulse, within 500 nsec of the 
start, stopped the TA C .  The end result was that the cali­
bration start and stop pulses were a random integer times 
25 nsec apart . It was necessary to determine the position 
of the time calibration peaks to within less than 0 . 1 of a 
channel . Normally the width of the time calibration peaks 
. was much less than one channel of the X-ADC . The noise gen­
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Figure III-8 . Schematic  repre sentation of the time calibration system used to 
measure the zero channe l ,  re lative gain, and differential non-linearity of 




. : widen the time calibration · peaks. From the. an ti-coincidence 
system a constan t pulse height was· introduced to the Y-ADC 
at the same time as the time calibration spectra. This in­
troduced the· time calibration _ spectra in a high Y-plaoe. 
above the neutron data. The time to ampl� tude converter and 
. the X-ADC showed a combined differential nonlinearity of 
about 2 percent. The cen troids of the calibration peaks 
were fit to a quadratic function in time . The fact that the 
calculation gave the same fit to within 0. 01 nsec for groups 
of three, four, five, six or seven peaks assured us that the 
shape or the calibration spec·trum had actually been over­
determined. 
(6) Variation ot Threshold 
The relative gain and zero channel of the Y-ADC of 
both. analyzers was calibrated with a mercury_ pulser. The 
absolute calibration of the Y-ADC. was accomplished by deter­
mining what pulser value corresponded to the 22Na half 
height (Figure III-3, page 57 ) .  With the pulse height of 
each event in storage, the effective threshold could be 
chosen so as to minimize the peak to background ratio for 
any neutron group to be studied. The combination of zero 
channel drift, uncertainty in the relative calibration, and 
uncertain ty in the light response of the neutron detector 
produced a total uncertainty in the threshold determination · 
of about !5 percent. This yielded an uncertain ty in the 
absolute detection efficiency of 5 . 8  percen t, which was 
· small as compared to the 15 percent absolute uncertainty 
trom the Monte Carlo -calculation (page 43 ) • ·· 
B. NEUTRON DE�CTION _ENERGY RESOLUTION 
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The overall energy resolution consists or components 
from target thickness, beam energy spread, kinematics, and 
the overall time resolution. The target thicknesses were 
chosen so that the 25 MeV 3He beam would contribute about 
50-100 KeV to the overall energy resolution. The beam 
energy spread ( f'whm) was measured (page 2 8 )  to be typically 
90-100 KeV. Kinematic spread was always less· than 50 KeV. 
The largest contribution to the overall resolution was due 
to the time uncertainty in the neutron time-of-night 
spectrometer. The overall time resolution for a given run 
could be experimentally determined by the full width half 
maximum of the prompt gannna flash and was typically 2-3 nsec. 
The energy spread due to timing uncertainties ET, can be 
calculated non-relativistically from the expression for 
kinetic energy : 
E = 1/211Jn [ � ] 
mn = mass of the neutron 
D = flight path 
T = time or flight 
whereMd = detec.tion Jitter 
�'ft> = beam pulse width 
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He.glecting  a correlation between the beam energy 
spread and the beam pulse width, the expected overall energy 
resolution was calculated as a quadratic sum of the four 
contributions. Figure III-9 shows _ the calculated - energy 
resolution as a .function of neutron_ energy. The points 
shown are the experimental determinations . of the resolution 
from the 1\lll width at half-maximum for several neutron en­
ergie s observed. The calculated resolution function agrees 
well with the experimentally determined values and both are 
approximately equal to l percent of the neutron energy de­
tected for 10-30 MeV neutrons. 
C .  TIME-OF-FLI GHT DEFINITI ON 
A peak fitting program was used to locate the posi­
tions of neutron peaks, time calibration peaks, and the 
gamma flash . Positions of the calibration peaks determine 
the channel number to relative time conversi on to better 
than �0. 03 nsec, S Trel · The . relative time-of-flight for a 
neutron group is determined by measuring the differen·ce in 
channel number between the gannna flash and the n eutron group 
in  question . This difference is then converted to a time 
difference. If the position of the gamma peak is known to 
8ry-P0S and the neutron peak to 8 Tn-POS, the un certainty of 
the relative arrival time of the neutron is : 
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The relative neutron times are then converted· to absolute 
time-of-flight by equating the gamma peak position to ·the 
flight path divided by t�e· speed of light. The flight pa� 
+ + was �easured to _1 cm, �0 . 04 nsec in  gamma time-of-flight, 
8Ty-ToF · The total neutron time of flight is  given by 
Tn-TOF ! 8Tn-TOF 
wher.e 8Tn-TOF =\,,f &rre1 > 2 + ( 8T y-pos >
2 + < 8'rn-Pos > 2 + ( 8Ty-roF >
2 
8Trel• �Tn-POS , and 8Ty-TOF are typically 0 . 03 nsec, 
o . o� · nsec, an·d 0 . 04 nse� ' respectively. The total · uncertainty 
in neutron time-of-flight is then given by :  
8 T  = 8Tn-TOF ='"\ (8Tn-POs > + ( 0. 07 nsec) fl . 2 2 
D .  NEUTRON ENERGY DETERMINATI ON 
Neutron time-of-flight was relativistically con­
verted into neutron energy. A . relati vistic  kinematics pro­
gram calculated both the ex.citation energy of the residual 
nucleus c orre sponding to the neutron energy ·.observed and 
the corresponding lab to cen ter of mas s  Jacobian for the re­
action. 
The uncertainty in determination of the ith excita­
tion energy (8EExc >1 was calculated from : 
· < 8EExc>i =,A 8»r >� + < 8EM>� + (8Eo >� + ( 8En 5f + < 8Ei3 >
2 
(8ET)i = uncertainty due to timing = 8T1 x �� I E=Ei 
(8EM ) i = uncertainty due to mid-detector shift (page46) 
. (8E9) 1  = uncertainty in kinematics transformation 
due · to uncertain ty in- scattering ·angle = 8 8 x � , . . . · · d() E=E1 
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(8En > 1  = uncertainty due _ to night path uncertain ty 
= 8 D x 
ffl �Ei 
(8EB) = uncertainty in the effective beam ene rgy 
from two uncorrelated factors : 
(8E8) ="'/(81½'?) 2 + (8EI )2 
(8ETT) = uncertain ty in the energy loss through the 
targe t 
(8E1 ) � unce rtain ty in the inciden t  bearn energy. 
The uncertainty in the incident beam energy as de ter­
mined by the N1-!R p:-obe wa: qt!i to lo.rge {puga 2 8 ) • Fo1' th.l:;4 
reason and because it could drift in time, the _ beam energy 
was de termined in an indirect way. The particular nucleus 
to ·be s tudied was alternated with a 12c reference target 
whose g . s. Q-value was lmown quite well {! Qg. 8 . ) .  The beam 
e nergy was allowed to vary in the relati�is tic time-of­
flight calculation until the known Q-value was - reproduced . 
The uncertainty in the beam energy is then : 
1 = nucleus to . be s tudied 
2 = reference target .  
Since both targets 1 and 2 are run at tho same angle and 
fligr,t path, and give about the same neutron en ergy, 
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· 8 �, 8� , and . 8En are effectively absorbed in the beam ener-
gy uncertainty • . Therefore the uncertainty in the . excitatio� 
energy of nucieus 1 is given by : 
The errors in target thickness and reference Q value were 
small and the total could be given approximately by : 
E .  DIFFERENTIAL CROSS SECTIONS 
Differential cross sectionsfor resolvable neutron 
groups were determined in most cases between. 0 to 35° labora-
tcr-y. Do th tha neutr�n at tanuati on factor and the de tector 
efficiency are a function of neutron energy and are deter­
mined for a continuous range of neutron energies by inter­
polation of values 1 MeV apart fr�m 8 to 36 MeV . The energy 
dependence was smooth enough in this range so that the error 
in interpolation was small as compared to the relative error 
of the individual points . For neutron energies below 8 MeV 
the variation of the efficiency and attenuation factor had 
a considerable amount of structure , due to fine structure in 
the neutron cross sections used to determine them. Differ­
ential cross sections were only obtained for neutron ener­
gies· greater than 10 MeV. Cross sections for neutron groups· 
are determined as follows : 
� = � 




= dw·LAB X �d .... cr__ 
dwom dwLAB 
Nn
. = number of detected neutrons. 
NTarg = number of target particles per cu{2.. 
HHe 3 = number of incident beam particles. 
T ( E) = transmission factor for neutron energy E .  
E( E, t) = neutron detection efficiency for neutron 
energy E .. 
D( E) = ration of neutrons accepted to neutrons and 
threshold t thrown aw�y by n- discrimi nation system . 
L = fraction of time the detection system was live. 
&,LAB = laboratory to center of mass Jacobian 
. dwcm. 
Relative errors in cross sections are : 
< 8x-sect> rel = <8Hn >
2 
+ C�e.rg>;el + ( 8ae 3>�el + < 8E >;el + 
(8 ) 2 + ( 8 )2 + ( 8 ) 2 ' T rel . n -Y rel dWcm rel 
where SNn �n + (8BG)
2 + (8Sep ) 2 
which represents a combination of statistical error, error 
in background subtraction, and error in separating a peak 
from its neighbor, giving the total error in the number of 
detected neutrons. 
( 8Targ> rel = target non-uniforJJ1fty seen by t:t,.e 3He 
beam (page 5 2 ) � !o . oot 
(8He3) rel� = relative uncertainty in beam current 
. ( negligible) 
_ (8E ) rel � relative uncert_ainty 1n detection ef­
:t'ic.iency ( page 4 3 ) � ·!o . 03. 
7S 
(BT) rel = relative uncertainty in transmission, co­
efficient estimated � O. 01. 
(80�y) rel � relative uncertainty in 
n-y discrimina­
tion factor ( page 64 ) = !o . 01$ . 
( 8dw ) = relative uncertainty in the center of cm rel 
mass solid angle arising from uncertainty in the relative 
scattering angle (negligible) . 
All relative errors except ( 8€ ) rel, ( 8T ) rel , and 
(8 n�y) rel were negligible as compared to (8Nn ) .  Relative 
errors were therefore given by : 
< Bx-sect > rel ='ic8Nn >
2 + ( 0 . 035 )2 
The absolute errors in the x-sect are defined by 
where 
<�r@? abs = absolute uncertainty in target thickness 
= 10 percent. 
(8 He3>abs = absolute error in be run current normaliza-
tion (page 3,0 ) ;:;; 1 . 5 percent { Leakage in Faraday cup :=; l  perce n� 




. = absolute error in transmission coeffi­
cient �10 percent • . 
(8 &.u ) abs = absolute error in solid angle determina­





( Bx-sec t )  abs =v ( 0 . 10 ) 2 + ( 0 • oos ) 2 + ( 0 . 16 ) 2 + ( 0 . 10 )  2 + ( 0 .  0 3 ) 2 
( 8  ) = !22 percent. x-seot abs 
CHA PTER. IV 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPARISON wrrH THEORY 
·Time-of:-flight spectra were obtained . for the 
(3He, n) reaction leading to final s tates in 140 ,  29p , 30s , 
60zn ,  62zn, 64zn � Angular dis trib�tions of differential 
cross  s ections were ob tained for all res olvable final s tates 
except in the cas e of the 27A 1 ( 3He, n) 29p reaction which w�s 
measured only at o0 • In  s ome cas es the level dens ity of the 
res idual nucleus was too great t o  allow accurate area sepa­
ration of s tates of high excita�ion, and angular dis tributions 
for thes e will not be  s hown .  Comparis on of the data with  the 
dis torted wave theory for the purp os e  of extracting i77values 
and dominant shell model configurations of the final s tates 
were at tempted for all res olvable levels. 
A . THE 12c ( 3He, n) 14o REA CTION 
A time-of-flight spec trum from the 12c ( 3He J n) l4o 
reaction i s  shown in Figure IV-1 . Since the time-of-flight 
time to  amplitude converter was s tarted with an eyent from 
the detector and s topped with an r.f . generated puls e,  time­
of-flight increas es from right to left , and neutron energy 
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· 12 � 14 Figure IV-1 . Neutron time-of-.fli ght  s pec trum from the C ( -· He , n )  O 
reec t ion wi th the promp t gamma-flash sups rimpos ed  on the 
�eut�on data to indicate de tection timing and u sed  as an 
ab solute time ca libration . 
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wel l  as a time independent  background of about 100 cts/channel 
were  removed from the neutron data by the neutron-gamma pulse 
·shape d�scrimination system . The promp t gamma flash is  ·shown 
as the dashed curve with a width of 2.1 nsec fwhm . The 
overall energy resolution for d et ection of 16 MeV neutrons 
is  shown as 160 KeV fwhm . Table IV-1. shows the excit ation 
energies of  the neutron groups observed, _th� ir errors, and 
previously reported values. The reaction Q-valu� , in brackets 
above the ground state; was used as a reference and was not 
experimentally determined in this w ork (page 7 2 ) . The 
. . 
previ ously reported ( 2- ) level at 6. 79 MeV was not observed . 
This is  in  agreement wi th the previ ously mentioned selecti on 
rules. 
Angular distributions of neutrons from all the observed 
levels  were obtained from O to 359 _lab. The· uncertainty in 
the background sub t��ction fr?m peak area� was negligible. 
The l evel s  near 6 aric f · 10 MeV exci tation were not totally 
. .  · .  
resolved. For these a peak fit ting program assuming gaussian 
p eak shapes was u sed to extract the areas . ... Figure IV-2. 
show s  the angular di stributi ons of neutrons for all the 
observed levels.  Error bars ·indicate the total relative 
errors from several previously mentioned contributi ons but 
largely reflect the stati stical error and in some cases the 
error in area separati on from neighboring peaks. The absolute 
errpr in  the normalization is  about 22%. 
Distorted wave ca�culati ons were at temp ted wi th several 
combinati ons of the global op tical parameter sets  shown in 
Level 
( Q  Value) 










Th.i s Work 
Energr �MeV) 
(- 1 . 148) 0 
0 
5 . 113;. 010 
5 - 930- . 015 
6 . 2 72±. 010 
6 . 596± . 010 
Not Obs e rved 
7 . 768± . 010 
Not Observed 
9. 705"!: . 025 
9 . 915± . 020 
TABLE IV-1 
ENERGY LEVELS IN 140 
J"Jt 
Ball and Cernya 
Energ:{_ �MeVl Jl{ 
o+ 0 o+ 
1 - 5 . 1  t! . 040 c 1 - >  
o+ 5 .  91�· . 040 c o+ > 
3 - 6 . 2 8± . 030 (3-) 
( 2+) 6 . 60:t . 030 2+ 
6 . 79'!. . 030 c 2- > 
2+ 7 .  78!' . 030 2+ 
8. 74·!' . 060 
( 2+ ) 9 . 74:r . 030 
4
+ 
ao. C .  Ball and J. Cerny, Phys . Rev. ill., 11 71 (1966) � 
Lauri tsen e t  ai.6 
Jl{ Enersi _{MeVJ 
0 o+ 
5 . 91!. 012 
6.30± . 030 
6 . 59± . 012 
7 .5 
9 :3 
bT . Laurits en and F. Ajzenberg-Selov, Nuclear Data Sheets, sets 5 and 6 (1962 ) . 
0 Reaction Q-value used as a reference from C. Maples et al . ,  Nuclear Reaction 
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Figure IV-2 . Angular di s t ributions of differentie, l  c ros s 
s e cti ons  from the 12c ( 3He , n ) 1Uo re�c tion . Curve s 
rep resen t the di s torted wave calculati ons of the- JULIE 
code individ�ally norma li zed to the data . 
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Table I-1 and the two se ts derived from the 3He elastic 
s cat tering on · 12c shown in Table IV-2. Although the shapes 
·or angular distributions were not extremely sensitive to the 
part�cular s�ts chosen, · there was generally enough sensiti­
vity to decide which se ts gave the most consistent  fits to 
all the . levels observed. The most consiste nt  fits to the 
14 3 levels of O were obtained with  the He op tical parame ter 
se ts III and V and the Perey { 1964 ) neutron optical parame ter 
set,  I II. The final state wave func tions used {A ) were 
construc ted b y  the previously me ntioned me thod with the 
proposed dominant shell configurations shown in Figure IV- 2. 
The bound s tate real radius and coulomb radius were chose n at 
l. 15F.  The shapes of .calculated angular distributions were 
charac teristic of a particular angular momentum transfer but 
were generally insensitive to a 15% vari�tion of the somewhat 
arbitrarily chosen  bound s t ate radius par�me ters. As is typi­
cal of all the calculations in this work, best fi ts to the 
data were achie ved with a bound state diffuseness parame ter 
of . 45 to . 65F, · Normally the bound state well dep th was 
adjusted until the two-proton separation energy was an eige n­
value. All the levels in 140 except the ground state are 
e ither unbound or bound by  less than a few MeV. · For  these 
a magnitude extrapolation into the unbound region was neces­
sary (page 15 ) .  Figure IV- 3  shows a plot  of the zero degree 
cross se c tions as a function of separation energy. The 
extrapolated magnitude . for the · correc t separation energy is 
TABLE IV-2 
3He OPTICAL PA Rli.METERS FOR 12c 




(MeV )  �MeVl ,Fermi) � Fe rrni l ( Fe rmi ) {Fe rmi 1 !Fermi ) ,MeV! 
146 . 5 -- 1 . 25 1 . 2;; 1 . 25 . 65 .47 36 . 5 
220 . 0  12 .4 1 . 16  1 . 5;; 1 . 3 . 597 1 . 046 
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· ' . S olid curves shown in figure IV-2 (page· 81) are the 
DWBA calculations of the JULTE code with parameters IIIAIII 
individually normali�ed to the data . The dashed curves have 
an exit channel dif fuseness parameter equal to the best value 
for the bound state of . 45F. The shapes of the angular 
distributions are characterip t·ic of a particular orbital 
angular momentum transfer and lead to definite J assignments, 
except for the ( 2+ ) levels at 6. 596 and . 9 . 705 MeV. A 2� spin 
parity for the 6 . 596. and 7 , 768 MeV levels has been convincingly 
establ ished in the 14N (3He , t).14o work of Ball and Cerny ( 1966 ) .  
Since the calculated shapes of the angular distributions are 
not s trongl y depende.nt on the nuclear wave functions used in 
the calculations, there is no apparent explanation for the 
observed difference in shape - between the 2+ level at 7 . 768 
and the . 2+ levels at 6 . 596 and 9.705 MeV. It also seems more 
than coincidental that the calculations fit the shapes of all 
the other angular distributions quite well. In  a recent 
s tudy of the 19o ( p , t) 14o reaction with polariz ed protons 
(Hardy et al., 1970 ) the 6 . 596 level was reported to have an 
anomalous behavior . The shap es of the angular distributions 
of differential cross sections and analyzing powers were 
reproduced quite well with the DWBA theory for·� all levels 
observed except for the analyzing power of the 6 . 596 level. 
efforts to fit the shape of the analyzing power angular 
distributions by manipulation of the optical parameters, 
. bound state parameters, and the nuclear wave fu·nctions � were 
not succes s ful. Possible explanati ons for this "anomalous" 
behavior are that a more reaUstic · interacti on p otential 
86 
with finite range is �eeded,  or that a more complex reaction 
mechanism is responsible. I f  it is truly a misunderstanding 
of the interac tion p otential then it is difficult· to imagine 
why the theory should be so successful in predicting the 
shapes  of the other angular distributions. I f  some other 
reacition mechanism, such as a two step reaction process, is 
significant then one might expect to see significant strength 
to the parity pne:step) f�rbidden 2- and o- transitions. The 
"anomalous " levels are unbound, and it may be that the 
assumptions made in  the extrap olation technique · are at fault. 
�ypically the s hapes of angular distributions remained constant 
upon approaching  the unb ound region ; however, for the 2t 
levels the magnitude at forward angles increased more rapidly 
than at backward angles . The extrapolation of this tilting 
of the angular distributions as. a function of separation 
energy was not nearly su:fficient to account for the "anomalous" 
shapes of the 2+ anguiar distributions, but it does move the 
calculated angular distributions in the right direction. A n  
alternative explanation may occur in the treatment of the 
exit channel optical parameters. One may assume that the 
exit channel optical parameters should, to some degree , 
reflect the p osition of the two loosely bound protons j ust 
transferred ,  especially in the exit channel imaginary radius. 
87 
The _ root-mean-square:· ( rms) radius of the two protons trans-
ferred to a { lP1/2 ) (lp3/2·) 2+ configuration is approximately 
e qual to the rms radius of the_. 12c core while �he two trans­
ferred protons in the. { 2s1;2 ) {ld5/2 )2+ configuration have r2p 
nearly double t hat of the ·core. : Such drastic changes in the 
surface matter distribution of the residual nucleus from one 
level to the nextwa3· · in no way accounted for in the standard 
optical model analysis. If the exit channel imagina·ry radius 
is adjusted by a factor a , which is proportional to the 
percentage difference between the two-proton rms radius and 
the core rms radius given by: 
· . a = A [ (��1/
2 - 1I�l/2 ; /22 �1/2 ..,j 
� 140 
{ ri ) new :.:. ( r1 ) standard ( 1  + a ) 
then the only adjustable parameter is A ,  which is effectively 
the degree to which the imaginary radius is  determined by the 
two loosely bound protons. The real diffuseness parameter in 
the exit channel should perhaps- reflect the matter distribu� 
tion of nucleons in the nuclear surface of the residual 
nucleus. Therefore an adjustment of the real diffuseness 
parameter, proportional to the difference between the core 
rms radius and the two proton rms may be approximated by : 
( ao ) new 
_ ( ao h tandard + A [ i��}/
2 
- <f f 2)1/2 ] 
( 1  + A )  
The real radius should then also be affected but not nearly 
88 
as much �s . the imaginary radius. In determining the new real 
radi�s param�ter the effect of the two . transferred protons 
should be roughly equivalent to that of the rest of the 
nucleons and may be  approximated by : 
( ro ) new = ( ro )standard { l  + a 2/14 ) 
New exit - channel parameters w ere determined for all the final 
states observed in the reaction for a given value of the 
parameter A ,  the degree to which the two protons influence 
the exit channel parameters. Figure IV-4 shows the DWBA 
calculations of the JULIE code for choices of A=O , and A=l . 
I t  was not thought that a choice of A>l ( exit channel para­
meters determined almost entirely by the position of the two 
transferred particle� would be reasonable. The fits to the 
data for the choice of A=l improve in nearly every case, 
particularly the "anomalous" 2+ levels. Even the adj usted 
c alculations did not clearly reproduce the shapes of the 2• 
levels. For this reason and because the above model for the 
exit channel optical parameters is both oversimplified and 
lacking in independent verification, definite 2+ values  were 
not assigned. 
Although the shapes of the angular distributions were 
fairly insensitive to the final state wave functions used in 
the calculations, the relative magnitudes were  not-. The 
relative magnitudes of the calculated cross sections.  given by 
R ( equation 15 ,  page 15 ) were determined for several .sets of 
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Figure IV- J 1 • A ngular dis tributions of differential c ros s sec ­
tions from ttje· 12C ( 3He, n )  140 · reacti on · · wi th the curves rep �  
resen ting the distorted wave calculations ·Of the . JULIE code 
individual ly normalized to the data showing : the effec t · or 
modifying the exi t channel parameters to account for the · 
d�fferent matter distribut!ons to� . the varios final states . 
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experimental relative magnitudes. Pure two-particle wave 
functions , dominant two-particle c·onfigurations (A ) ,  as well  
a s  the mass fourteen wave functions of True ( 1963 ) ,  (T) , and 
those of McGrory ( 1971 ) ;  · (M) were used in the calculations .  
The T s et was based on . a cl�s ed 12c core with active Pl/2, 
s 1;2, d5/2 ,  and d3/2 shells. The M set was also  based on a 
closed  12c core with active Pl/2, s 1;2 , and d5/2 s hells. 
Figure IV-5 . s hows the experimental and calculated relative 
magnitudes for all the observed levels with the incident and 
exit channel optical parameters whi ch yielded the best  fits 
to the angular distributions. The calculations for pure two- · 
particle c onfigurations , A ,  produced  very poor . . agreement and 
are not s hown. Since · both the T and M wave functions as sumed 
an inert 12c core, the agreement fqr the firs t few levels · 
s hown is rather s urprising. For the last two levels s hown 
the calculated magnitudes wer� a · factor of ten too large. 
The relatively poor agreement for thes e two s tates may be 
explained as 1 )  an error in the magnitude extrapolation tech­
nique for unbound s tate s ,  2 )  incorrect nuc lear wave functions 
for 140, 3 ) a faulty as s umption of an inert· 12c core , or 4 ) the 
need for a separate normalization for states with a signifi­
cant portion of their wave function in the nuclear interior. 
It does not seem reas onable that the extrapolation technique 
is in error ·by a factor of ten, especially since the relative 
magnitudes of many of the other levels have been fairly well 
predicted. I f  the waye functibns  are in error the calculated 
strength of the predominantly (2s 1;2 ) 6+ level at 5. 930 MeV 
R 
4 r _________________ ....:,______ 
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would hav� to exhibit itself elsewhere (i . e. · in the ground 
state o+ ) and the strength of the predominantly . {2s1;2 ) 
· { lP1/2 ) 1- level at 5. 173 would have to be distriguted among 
other 1- levels ( only one 1- level was observed) . The fault 
is most likely a breakdown of the closed core assu·mption or in 
· the assumption that the normalization due to the zero range 
approximation is a constant for the entire reaction, regard­
less of the structure of the levels involved. In a zero 
range calculation, w ave functions with large amplitudes in 
the nuclear interior might be reduced more severely in rela­
tive magnitude than those with the greatest amplitude at the 
nuclear surface . The form factors for wave functions with 
la�ge { 2s1/2 ) compone hts have a somewhat snaller amplitude 
within the nuclear interior than do the pthers, and w;i. th. 4a . .• ';.4 
finite range interaction, tra�sition strengths to these  
leve ls �ight be reduced ±elative· to the others . 
B .  THE 27A 1 (3He , n ) 29p REACTION 
Figure IV-6 shows a neutron time-of-flight spectrum 
from the 27A 1 {3He , n) 29p reaction . Since the spin parity of 
27 the ground state of A l  is 5/2+ , the selection rules that 
have been applied to the re�ction on a o+ ground state 
targe t no longer apply. That is for a given angular momentum 
transfer the spin of final state s in 2st:, can have values, 
J f = . , 5/2� I , ; . . . .  , 5/2 -0.L I , unlike the poss lb le transitions 
for the reacti on on 0� targets where Jr =·fil .  The level 
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Figure IV::6 .  · Neutron time-of-flight spectrum from the 
27A l ( jHe , n ) 29p r�ac tion,  with arrows indicatl ng whe re 
the various p reviously reported exci tat�ons should 
o ccur in the spectrum and · not necessarily �epresent­
ing experimentally determined values . 
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about 3 · MeV, and it  �as not p os s ible· to res olve all of the 
leve ls above thi s excitation . Although the levels ab ove 
94 
2. 75 MeV are uns tab le to proton decay , it i s  interesting to 
note the strength . with which levels at about 8 MeV and ab ove 
are populated. These appear nqt as broad res onances but 
typically with widths of les s than JOO KeV and may represent 
the T=3/2 analogue states of 29s .  Table IV--3 s hows the 29p · 
levels observed and thos e previ ously reported. Ob ser ving the 
delayed protons . following the decay of 29s ,  Hardy et al. ( 1964 ) 
predic ted the allowed � trans itions to the T=3/2 states of 
29p to lie at 8 . 08 and 8. 36 MeV . Applying  the semi•empirical 
mas s formula of Jaenec ke ( 1960 ) for Coulomb energy differences 
the lowes t T=3/2 level in  29p should be at 8. 2 ! 0 . 5  MeV. It  
i s  reas onable to as sume then that the s trong  transitions c 
observed at 8 MeV and above a�e the T=3/2 analogues of 29s .  
Figure IV-7 show s a neutron time- of- flight spectrum 
from the 28s1 ( 3He , n ) 30s reaction . The 28s1 target was pre­
pared by evap oration of granulated 28si onto a 1. 6 mg/cm2 
gold foil . Levels in 199Tl fr om the l97Au( 3He, n ) 199Tl 
reacti on were not observed becaus e the reacti on cros s  secti on s  
were too small .  Large quantities of both 12c and 160 impurity 
i n  the 28s i  targets produc ing_ final states in  140 and 18Ne 
made it difficult to extract reliable differential cros s  
secti ons for ·30s le�els of great� r than about 3 MeV excitation . 
The Q-values for the impurity reactions were such  that 30s 
Level 
( Q  Value .) 










Un re solv�ble 
10 
11 
Un re solvable 
12 
TABLE IV-3 
ENERGY LEVELS IN 29p 
This Work 
Enersz (MeV) 
(6 .616± . 030) 
0 
1 . 32 !. 06 
1. 965±. 023 
.3 . .33 ± . 04 . 
4. 24 ±. 06 
4 .88 !. 06 
S.66 !. 07 
Lederer et al . 8 
Jlt Enersi tMe!) 
(6 . 609±. 006) b 
0 1/2+ 
. 1 . 38 312+ 
1. 96 512+ 
2 .40 
3 . 10 s12+ 
3 .47 
4 . 08 + 
4. 34 312-
4 . 77 112+ 
4 . 97 
5. 30 
5 . 53 112-
5. 74 5/2-




16 . Unresolvable 
17 




31 Unres olvable 
32 
28s1 and p 
Resonances 
TABLE IV-3 ( continued) 
This Work 
Energy . (MeV) 
6.52 ! . 09 
8. 32 !. 09 
+ (10 . 13 _. 10) 
(11. 16 !. 10) 
Lederer et al. a 
Energy (keV) 
5 . 97 
6 . 20 
6 . 33 
6 . 54 
6 . 59 
6. 84 
10 Reported States Om! tted 
8 . 08 
8 . 20 
8 . 26 
8 . 36 
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levels b elow this excita�ion could be analyzed witho�t inter­
ference from impu�ity peak� . Uncertiinty iri - the 28si targ�t 
thi ckness dominated the error in energy determinations as 
well · as the absolute normali zation of cross- secti ons. Uncer­
tainty i n  the beaII,1 energy loss thr.ough the target was so 
great that 
tions were  
IV-4 shows 
reported . 
mistake in  
the reaction Q-value was 
measured with respect to 
the observed levels of 308 
Bracketed values indicate 
mass identi fication due 
not measured, and excita-
the ground state. Table 
and those previ ously 
the p ossibility of a 
to the presence of 
impurity peaks (m6st of the previ ously reported levels in 
140 and l8Ne were also ob s erved ) . 
. 1T The J determinations 
s hown were based upon the angular distributions of differen­
tial cross secti ons . Angular distributions af neutrons from 
�he ground and 2.22 MeV states cotild be  obtained without 
interference from impurities .and are shown in figure IV-8. 
The absolute normalization of the data is uncertain to about 
50% due largely to target thickness uncertainty. Distorted 
wave calculations were attempted for several choices of �he 
optical parameters shown in Table I- 1 (page 20 ).  The calcu­
lated shapes  of the angular distributi ons were slightly 
sensi tive to the particular choice of optical parameters; 
however , no choices gave consistently good fits to both levels. 
The curves shown are the calculati ons of the JULIE code with 
3ne set I and neutron- set IV and are individually normalized 
to  the data . The bound state radius parameters were set at 
l.15F with a di fuseness of .65F. The final state nuclear 
Thi s Wo rk 
Level En e rgz_ JMeV)  
(Q Value) ( No t  Measure d}  
g . s .  0 
1 2 . 22! . 025 
2 3 .41: . 030 
3 3 . 69! . 030 
4 ( 5 . 21) ± . 050 
5 ( 6 . 11 } ! . 050 
6 ( 7 . 26 } ! . 050 
7 ( 8 . 71) ! . 050 
JTr 
o+ 
c 2+ ) 
TABLE 'IV-4 
ENERGY LEVELS IN 30s 
McMurray et al. a 
Energy (MeV} J� 
(-. 573! . 015) 
0 
2. 210!. 030 
4 · +  3 . . 3 - • 030 
3 . 71 :!' . 030 
c o+ > 
c 2+ ) 
Miller et al.0 
En ergy (MeV) · J ,r 
( - . 579± . 025 } 
0 
. 2 . 190:!:" . 040 
(0 + ) 
·( 2+)  
aw. R. McMurray, P .  Van Der Merwe and I. J. Heerden, Nuc lear Physics A92 ,  
401-421 { 1967) . 
bR .  G. Miller and R .  W. Kavanagh, Nuclear Physics A94, 261-288 ( 1967) .  '° '° 
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Figure IV- 8 . Angula.r d j_s t ribu tions of diffe rential  c ros s 
s e c tions from the 2�s i ( 3Hs , n ) � Os reacti on with c urve s 
rep re s enting the ca lc ulations of. the JULIE c ode indi­
vidually normali zed  to the data . 
100 
wave functions were assumed to be pure two-particle cohfigu-
. . 2 . . 
.. 
rations· of (2�1;2 )0+ and { ld
.3/2 } (2s1/2 )2+ in an inert proton-
closed ( d5i2 )8+ core. · . The shapes of the calculated angular . 
distributions were insensitive to small adjustments in the 
bound state parameters as well as the particular �hoice of 
30s wave :functions. The sensitivity in the relative magni­
tudes to the nuclear wave functions made it possible to 
estimate the dominant two-particle shell configurations for 
many of the observed level�. Assuming a proton closed { d5/2 f 
inert target and a (d5/2}6 .( s1;2 )5+ configuration for the 
30s 
ground state, calculated relative magnitudes for the pure 
two-particle  configurations, A ,  shown in Figure IV-9 , were 
compared- with the corresponding observed relative magnitudes. 
The calculated relative magnitudes. were based on the choice 
of optical parameters which yielded the best fits to the 
angular �istributions, IA IV . The agree�ent is quite sur­
prising and indicates the presence of very little configura­
tion admixing in the 30s wave functions as well as the 
acceptability of the assumption that 28s1 is a reasonab ly 
good proton-closed (d5/2 )
6 core. 
D. _ THE 58 , 60 , 62Ni(3He, n) 60 , 62 , 64zn REA CTIONS 
. . 
Figure IV- 10 shows a neutron time-of-flight spectrum 
from the 58Ni (3He , n) 60zn ( 58-60)  reaction . Table IV-5 shows 
. 60· the observed Zn levels as. well as those previously reported. 
For levels above about. 3 MeV excitation background subtraction 
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Figu·re IV-10. Neutron time - ·Y··-·n ight q) ..; �� t rum from the :,8m. (3He: , n ) 60zn reac t i on. 
. I-'  
0 w 
This Work 
Level Energz (MeV) 
( Q  Value) ( . 821:!: . 013 ) 
g . s . 0 
1 + · . 1 . 019_ . 010 
2 2 . 210:t . 030 
3 3 . 510� . 020  
4 4 . 1 80! . 030 
5 4 . 750! . 040 
p 5 . 050± . 035 
7 5 .490! . 030 
TABLE IV-5 















Miller et al. a 
Energ CMeV) 
( . 818 °!: • 018 ) 
0 
1 . 019! . 025 







a significant  error in the differential cross sections ob tain� 
ed. Figure IV-11  sho_ws the angu_lar distributions of neutrons 
from six levels in  60zn. Other levels were either unresolva� · 
ble or too low in  cross section t o  obtain reliab le differen­
tial cross sections. · The overall normalization of the data · 
is uncertai n to  less than 25%. Distorted wave calculati ons 
were attemp ted with several choices · of the optical parame ters 
of Table I- 1 ( page 20 ) as well as the 3He parame ter set 
obta�ned from previously reported elastic scattering  data on 
5SNi . (see 58Ni · in Table IV-6) .  The most consistent  fi ts t o  
all the levels observed were . obtained wi tri ' 3He parameter ·sets 
I and VI and the Rosen neutron parameter set I. ?he curves 
shown are the results of the calculations from the JULIE code 
obtained with  the I-I optical parameter combination and 
bound state r0=rc=l. 15F, a0= . 65F . The calculated curves are 
individually normalized to the data • . The shapes of the 
c�lculated angular distributions were generally insensi tive 
to  the final state wave functio�s , but were typically charac­
teristic of the angular momentum transfer. The fits to the 
angular dis tributions led t o  unambiguous JW assignmenti excep t  
for · the state at 4 . 18 MeV which looks most like eit her a o+ 
If we assume 58Ni to  be  a proton closed {lf7/2 ) 5+ 
target and t hat the ground state of 60zn is predominantl y 
( lf7/2 ) 8 ( 2P3/2 )6+, then i t  is possible to determine the 
nuclear struc ture ( dominant · two-particle configurations ) 
by comparing the calculated relative magnitudes to the 
ORNL- OWG 7t - 4878 
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Figure IV-11 .  · A ngu lar dis t ributi�n s  of diffe ren tial c ros s . s e c t ions from the seNi ( :He ,  n ) oOzn rec.c tion with the 
curve s re:9re senting  the calcu lations from the JULIE 
code individually . normalized  to the data. 
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TABLE I V-6 
3He OPTICAL PARA METER S FOR 5 8ra , 62111 , �n d 64N i 
Parame ter V w ro ri re a 




VIa 172 . 6  20. 16 1. 147 1. 562 1. 25 . 712 
VI I b 



















1 . 14 
1 . 14 
1.528 
1 . 549 
1. 25 
1 . 25 
. 751 
. 743 
aE. F. Gibson et al. , Physical Revi ew 155-4, 1194-1207 (1967) .  
bp. P. Urone e t  al. , Nucl ear Physics Al63 , 225-236 (1971) . 
csurface imaginary t.erm included (�!· ) .  
dill_g . 
esurface imaginary term inc luded (.!J?i!!. ). 
a 













corresponding observed relative magnitudes. A comparison of 
the . e�·perimental relative strength� normalized · to the ground . 
state transitio� with calculated relative strength� based on 
pure two-par_ticle configurations normalized to the. calculated 
2 strength of a pure {2P3/2 )0+ ground state, w ere not ih agree-
ment even in some cases as to the correct order of magnitude. 
The inability of these calculations· to predict the observed 
relative magni tude.s indicates either large configuration 
admixing in the 60zn wave functions or that the assumption 
of a proton-closed core is quite poor. The four-particle 
' shell model wave functions of Singh and Rustgi ( 1971 ) have 
been reported for the O� , 2+ , 4+ and first excited o+ levels 
of 60zn as suming a doubly closed 56Ni core. The components 
in these 60zn wave functions which overlap with an assumed 
58Ni ��re of (fi/2 )
8 ( f7/2 )
8 (P3/2 ) 5+ w ere extracted from 
the four particle wave functions and were assumed to be the · 
only components, S ,  w hich could be reached in the transfer of 
a singlet di-prot�n . Any diffi�ulty in reproducing the 
observed relative magnitudes with this highly oversimplified 
model would at first have to be blamed on the naive assump­
tions about the target ground state wave function . This 
model does not represent a true test of the 60zn wave func­
tions but rather an attempt to roughly reproduce the observed 
relative s trengths with the w ave  functions available . Since · 
it w as difficult to match the experimental and calculated 
magnitudes of the ground state transition at z ero degrees, 
magnitudes of the 60zn transitions wer e  compared by means of 
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a summation of strengths measured at several angles and the 
corresponding sum of calculated strengths. Figure IV-12 shows 
·a ·comparison of the exp erimental magnitudes with the calcu­
lated . magnitudes assuming the two-particle, closed-core 
· overlap comp onents, S ,  with the optical parameters which gave 
the b est fits to the angular distril?utions ISI , VISI . 
The agreement is fairly good, indicating some success both in 
the closed core model and in the S w ave functions. Since 
there is no independent justification for the 58Ni closed 
core assumption and since large components of the 56Ni core, 
Singh and Rustgi , wave functions appear. as core excitations in· 
the 58Ni core assumpti on, the good agreement may in fact be  
fortuitous. 
Figure IV-13 shows a �eutron time�of-flight spectrum . 
from the 60Ni ( 3He, n) 62zn reaction. The cross section for the 
. . 
ground state transition was about the same as in the ( 58-60 ) 
reaction .  The cross sections to the excited states of 62zn 
are less than those measured to the corresp onding states of 
60zn. An increase of about 3 MeV in the observed Q-value 
resu lted in poorer resolution for the levels observed in the 
( 60-62 )  reaction . Because of the reduced cross s ections and 
p oorer res olution, determination of excitation. �nergies and 
differential cross secti ons for the excited states of 62zn 
was -r e.latively difficult. Table IV-7 shows the observed 
excitations for neutr�n groups which were reasonably well 
defined .  Figure IV-l� shows a neutron time-of-flight spectrum 
1 .6  
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TABI;,E I V-7 
ENERGY -LEVELS IN 62zn 
This Wo rk 
J7t 
Maple s  e t  a.1 ·. a 
Level Enersz (MeV ) 
(Q-Value) ( 3 . 58! . 03 ) ( 3 • .512! . 014) 
g. s. 0 o+ 0 
, . 964!. 009 2+ � 
2 + 3 . 17 _. 03 c o+) 
3 3 . 87 !. 03 (0
+) , (2+) 
· 4 5. 34 ! . 03 c 2+ > 
s 5 . 70 !" . 03 c4+ > . 
ac . Maples e t  al . ,  Nuc lear Reac t i on Q-Values , 
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from the 62N1 ( 3He, n) 64zn reaction. Further reduction .in the 
strengths to excit e- d . states as well as an additional 3 MeV 
in the reaction Q�value made it increa� ingly difficult
.
to 
identify 64zn levels • . Table IV-8 s hows the neutron groups 
obs erved. In s ome cases it was impos sible to tell whether 
or not the neutron group s obs erved xepresented moie than one 
transition .  It was pos s ible to obtain complete an.gular 
dis tributiorn only for the ground and first excited states of 
62 64 Zn and Zn. Tentative spin parity as signments for s ome of 
the states of higher excitation could be made by comparing the 
approximate shapes , relative magnitudes , and excitations with 
thos e  of the 60zn final states. Angular distributions of 
neutrons �rom the ground and first excited states of the 
three is otopes are shown in Figure IV-15 . Similarity in the 
shapes of angular distributions indica.te the s ame o+ as s ign-
. + ment for all the ground states and the s ame 2 as signments 
for all of the first excited states . · calculations were 
attempted with the JULIE code for s everal choices of ·the 
optical parameters shm'1n in Table I - 1  (page 20 )  and Table IV-6 
(page 106 )  • . The calculated s hapes of the angular distribu-
tions were nearly the s ame for several different parameter 
s ets . The curves s hown are for the IAI combination for 
all three is otopes. (A ) indicates the previously -mentioned 
boun� state parameters from the ( 58-60 )  reaction with the 
as sumed two-parti cle contigurations of (P3;2 .)5+ and (P3/2 )�+ 
respectively � Both the calculated �nd experimental s hapes · 
of the angular distributions s how a s light Q and mas s depend-
Level 
(Q-V�lue } .  
















TABLE I V-8  
ENERGY LEVE::,s IN 64Zn 
This Worlt 
EnerQ_ (MeV)  
( 6 . 118! . 012 )  
0 
1. 024!. 020 
2 . 95! . o.5 
3 . 70± . 07 
4.20±.08 




c o+ > 
· C o
+
) ,  C 2+) 
(4+) 
Lederer e t  al . a· 
( 6 . 112±. 007) b 
0 
. 992 
1 . 80 
1.91 
2. 29 
2 . 35 
2. 59 
2 . 73 




3 . 84 
4 . 12 
4 . 27 
4 .49 
4. 66 









( o+ )  
( .3 - ) 
. C l + ) 
ac . M .  Lederer, J . M. Hollander, and I. Perlman, Table of I sotopes , �98 (1967 ) . . .  
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ence which presumably �ccounts for the s light differences in 
their shapes .  As  in the (58-60 ) reaction , _ a c omparis on of 
the experimental - relative magnitudes with the calculated 
relative magnitudes based on pure tw o-particle  c onfi guration s 
produc ed very p oor agreement. Shell model calculations for 
�2zn and. 64zn w ere not found in the literature. Since  the 
c oherent s ummation of tw·o-particle c omponents can provide · no 
unique structure inf'ormation , no attempt ·was made to determine 
the 62zn or the 64zn wave functions from comparis on with the 
data. It is interesting to note, however, that although the 
ground s tate transiti on remains constant for the three 
is otopes , the strength to the excited states are significa� tly 
reduced with increasing neutron number . The 60zn nucleus ha ..s 
30  protons and 30 neutrons .  The neutrons added from one 
is otope to the next are entering the same s hell orbitals 
p opulated in  the reaction by the trans ferred protons. It 
s eems then that the neutrons filling_ the same shells have a 
marked influence  on the proton wave functions. One might 
naive ly s uspect that as the neutrons  fi ll, higher orbitals  
there s hould be a tendency for the transferred protons to 
fill s tates of higher excitati on , producing a higher proba­
bility for holes in the final state wave functi ons. The d�ta 
indicate a smaller probability for holes in the final state 
wave func tions · for higher neutron number . This s ugges ts, as. 
might be expe cted, that the succes s  of the c los ed core target 
as sumpti on . in c ompari ng trans iti�n _ strengths within a given 
reaction is si�ni!icantly poorer when one attempts to c ompare 
118 
magnitude s in diffe rent reactions. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The' inability o:f dire ct reaction theory to account 
for the obs e rve d feature s of most existi�g (3H� , n } data and 
the desire to study heavy, p roton rich nuclei , prompted a 
study or the reaction at somewhat higher incident en ergy. 
Neutron time-of-flight spectra from seve·ral (�He , n )  re­
actions were obtain ed at incident . 3He energy of 25 HeV. 
Angular di stributions between · 0 to 35P l ab were obtained for 
many excited state s of the final nuclei.  Since the diproton 
is stripped from the 3He with pre.&>nii,antly 1s0 relative 
motion and since , as  has been stated , the z e ro range app roxi­
mation s e ems to be quite good in the two -nucleon s tripping  
theory , the relative l s0 motion is  retained in the final 
state . This provides  two advantages: 
1 .  The final state motion may be treated as a 
s eparation into the center of mass  moti on of the di -proton 
with re spect to the core and the relative motion · or the two 
p rotons with re spect to each other . The theory is greatly 
simplifi ed if one needs to consider only singlet relative 
motion and can focus attention on the wave function s  de ­
scribing the center of mas s  motion of the two trans ferred 
parti<?le s . 
2. For the reacti on on targets with a ground state 
spin pnri-ty of o+ , the J v values pf final state s are uniquely 
120 
de termined  by the orbital angular momentum transfer. · 
Possible exceptions may o·ccur if there is a significant 
p robability for the non -single t  relative motion in the inci­
den t  particle, if  there is significa.n t core exci tation, or 
if the reac�ion procee ds by a two step proc ess . The absence 
of non-normal parity states, as well as the apparent suc-­
cess of calcula.tions assuming only single t relati ve motion 
in the final s ta te,  substanti ates the model of lso di -proton 
stripping to states  wi th large ground state parentage. 
An attemp t  to fit the f�atures of this data with a � 
DWBA analysis employing this model has had relative success . 
In many cases the s?apes of experimental angular distribu­
tions are closely and uniquely fi t by a p�rticular angular ­
momen tum transfer. This - then enables definite J1T assignments 
for many final states . Se nsi tivity of the relative cal­
culated magnitudes in some cases allows dominan t shell model 
configurations to be assign ed and exis ting shell model wave 
functions to be ·checked for agreement .  Because the admix­
ture s of two particle components in the final s tate wave 
functions contribute coherently to p roduce the total cross­
section and since this coherence produces  sensitivity to 
phase as well as magnitude of the compon en ts ,  unique wave 
functions could not be dete rmined from experimen tal data . 
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